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0 Int r o duc t io n

This article concerns a papyrus containing Greek in Armenian script which is housed in the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris (inventory number BnF Arm 332). Portions of the text and photographs have
already been published,2 but I present here the first full edition and commentary. My edition differs
substantially from previous readings of the text which did not recognise that the text, as mounted, was
misaligned.
1 H ist o r y o f t he Te x t

I have discussed the history and possible origin of the text in more detail elsewhere (Clackson forthcoming a). The text was originally bought at the end of the last century by the French scholar Auguste
Carrière from an Arab dealer, who did not reveal the provenance, but Carrière suspected that it came
from the Faiyum. In 1892 Carrière informed the Mechitharist congregations in Venice and Vienna that
the text contained Greek in Armenian characters and sent them each a photograph of one side of the
text. The text was first mentioned in print in the Armenian journal Bazmavêp in 1892 (p. 39) and then
discussed in a work concerning Armenian palaeography (Taean 1898: 93-105, also printed in the
Armenian journal Handês Amsôreay 11 (1897) 325-331); since the first discussions of the papyrus were
written in Armenian, many scholars remained unaware of its existence. In 1937, Georges Cuendet,
unable to locate the original, published an edition of one side of the text based on the photograph which
Carrière had sent to the Vienna Mechitharists. The photograph from which Cuendet worked also
omitted several portions of the text. In 1993 Dickran Kouymjian rediscovered the original text in the
Oriental Manuscripts collections of the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris.3 Kouymjian also discovered a
complete transcription of the papyrus in the Bibliothèque Nationale, which is likely to have been made
by Carrière himself.
2 De sc r ipt io n o f t he Te x t

The papyrus is currently mounted as if it were a single unbroken text, but actually consists of 4
separate fragments. Two small fragments, containing portions of between 4 and 6 lines, are presently
mounted upside down and back to front in relation to the two large fragments, which both contain
between 27 and 30 lines on each side. I label the 2 large fragments Fragment 1 and Fragment 2. These
two fragments are mounted alongside one another and appear to present a single continuous text (see
Images 1 & 2). However, examination of line-heights, script, papyrus fibres and content show that
although the two fragments do join, their present alignment with one another is incorrect and Fragment
1 should be moved up 3 lines in relation to Fragment 2. Fragment 3 is currently mounted at extreme
bottom left, alongside the final three lines, upside-down and back to front. This fragment joins at the
bottom of Fragment 1, alongside the last three lines of Fragment 2. Fragment 4 is currently mounted at
extreme bottom right, alongside the final six lines, upside down and back to front (see Images 3 & 4 for
the realigned text). Traces of letters at the bottom of this fragment fit exactly with the letters on the third
line of Fragment 1, and consequently it should be aligned at the top left of the sheet.
The left hand and bottom margins of the text are preserved. The top margin is not preserved. The
realigned text is approximately 192 mm high and 224 mm wide. From an identifiable Diogenes chreia
preserved on side B it appears that there was space for 20-21 letters (i.e. approximately 80 mm) before
1 I wish to give especial thank Dickran Kouymjian, Kalle Korhonen and Sarah Clackson for their help in preparing this

edition. Many very useful comments were also made by audiences in Cambridge, Florence, London and Paris and
unfortunately I do not have space to thank every individual by name.
2 See Taean 1898, Cuendet 1937 and 1938, Leroy 1938, Kouymjian 1996, Clackson forthcoming a.
3 The Bibliothèque Nationale has been unable to locate the acquisition details of the text.
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the right hand margin of the text at its widest. The space between the right and left hand margins must
consequently have been approximately 300 mm.
3 Sc r ipt a nd Da t e

This text is the only surviving example of Armenian script written on papyrus, and the hand is
considerably different from those found in the earliest Armenian manuscripts. Dating of the text on
palaeographical terms is consequently difficult, if not impossible, and there are no clear contextual or
linguistic indications that might aid dating, except that the creation of the Armenian alphabet in c. 400
AD gives a clear terminus post quem. The first dating of the text was made by Carrière who tentatively
assigned it to the 6-7th century (reported at Bazmavêp (1892) p. 39). Later scholars (Taean, Cuendet
and Leroy) followed this dating, thinking that the text was more likely to have been written before the
Arab conquest of Egypt. Hengstenberg (1938) thought this reasoning flawed, since Greek was likely to
have continued to be spoken in Egypt after the Conquest (c. 641 AD), and he proposed to assign the
papyrus to the 7-8th centuries. An earlier date has been put forward by Kouymjian (1996 and
forthcoming), after an extensive study of the letter-forms which he believes are closest to those found in
lapidary inscriptions dated to the 5th century AD. There is evidence from inscriptions and papyri to
show that there were Armenians in Egypt before the seventh century AD, and the presence of the
Armenians in the Byzantine army and administration is well known (see further Clackson forthcoming
a). As I shall show more fully below, linguistic analysis of the language and transcription of the text is
not incompatible with a 5th-7th century date.
The handwriting is rapid, fluent and easy with many joined up letters, and considerable variation in
the formation of individual letters (see Image 5). Line-heights are very consistent, and there are generally no spaces left blank. In some places extra written material has been added between two lines of text.
Phrases and separate words which form part of a list are normally separated by a colon (in the Armenian
script, a colon is the equivalent to a full-stop) but sometimes by a single dot or apostrophe. There are a
couple of extra notational devices: a horizontal bar written above the word yeÒw ‘God’ in its three
attestations in line 23 of side A, and an X written above the end of the second word in line 20 of side A.
4 Sy no psis o f c o nt e nt s

All the identifiable material on the papyrus is Greek, and there is no evidence for any other
language. The text contains 4 different types of material:
1) conversational phrases;
2) rudimentary verb conjugations;
3) word-lists arranged by topic;
4) chreiae and sententiae.
All of these categories are also found among ‘educational’ texts from antiquity, and this text has
parallels both with papyrus finds and the bilingual Greek-Latin material gathered under the title of
Hermeneumata (see further Clackson forthcoming a).4 For 1) compare the colloquia sections of the
Hermeneumata (see Korhonen 1996), which are also attested on papyrus (P.Prag.Gr. III 237 and
P.Berol. inv. 10582, published together at Kramer 1996: 53-4). The conjugations found on this papyrus
are never complete, and are sporadically distributed through the text. However, they can be compared to
the presence of conjugated material in the Hermeneumata and on papyri (note in particular the bilingual
text P.Berol. 21246 edited by Brashear (1981) and Kramer (1983 text 1) which contains partial
paradigms interspersed with vocabulary items and phrases). The word-lists have clear parallels with the
capitula glossaries of the Hermeneumata, and with papyrus bilingual glossaries (see Kramer 1996: 35)
and monolingual word-lists.5 Chreiae and sententiae are of course familiar from papyrus texts: the
4 I am indebted to Kalle Korhonen for pointing out the full extent of the similarities to the Hermeneumata material. See
further the commentary on A6.
5 For example P.Tebt. II 278 (Cribiore 1996 cat. 99) which contains a list of occupations, or P.Mon.Epiph. 621 (Cribiore
1996 cat. 123), a list of bird-names.
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famous P.Bour. 1 has Diogenes chreiae followed by maxims, just as found on this text, and the Hermeneumata Leidensia has a section of Hadriani sententiae (CGL III 30-7). The Greek used in the papyrus
however appears to show a different register to that preserved in other educational material, see further
section 7 below.
The order of the material on each side of the papyrus is as follows:
Side A (previously published side, written across the fibres)
1-5 obscure
6-19 Colloquia (with inserted conjugations at 14 and 17)
19-22 Word-lists (19-20 de ferramentis, 20-21 de artificibus, 21-2 de pellibus)
23 Christian blessings
24 Colloquia
24-35 Word-lists (24 de supellectili, de fictilibus, 25-30 de membris humanis, 31-2 de militia, 33 de
uestimentibus, 34-5 horsemanship)
Side B (unpublished side, written along the fibres)
1-2 obscure
3-20 Word-lists (3-5 de escis (?), 6 de holeribus, 7 de escis, 8 de fictilibus, 9-10 no clear topic, 10 de
caelo, 11-2 de moribus humanis, 13-5 no clear topic, 15-6 de cognatione, 17 no clear topic, 18
conjugations, 19 de tempestatibus, 19-20 adjectives)
20-4 Diogenes chreiae
24-5 Sententiae
25-33 Word-lists (?) (largely with no clear topic except 25 de cognatione (?), 26 de nauigatione, 31 de
linteamine (?) and 32-3 menses)
34 Colloquia
It is not possible to say with certainty which side was written first, but my impression is that Side A
precedes Side B. This is partly because of physical factors, (the writing seems neatest at the top of Side
A) but mainly because of the content. Unfortunately, a comparison of the contents with the order of
sections in the Hermeneumata is little help, since there is no ‘standard’ order to the surviving texts (the
colloquia may precede or follow the word-lists sections and the capitula sections of the word-lists
appear in different orders). However, even though the material on this text is very haphazard, and many
sections appear to interrupt or run into others, it does seem that the material on side A is better ordered
than on Side B. It would be unlikely that the writer of this piece would take down the almost random
vocabulary on some lines of B before progressing to the well ordered and extensive lists of body-parts,
for example, on side A.
5 Te x t s

The edition of the text is presented as follows. For each side I present first a transcription of the
Armenian text, in which I have attempted to represent the actual position of the writing on the papyrus,
and then I give a line-by-line transcription with a separate Greek transliteration, followed by a
‘normalised’ reading text of the Greek and translation.
The Armenian letters used in the papyrus, their conventional transliteration and the Greek transliteration I employ, are as follows (following their order in the Armenian alphabet):
A

P

C

T

Y

Z

:

I

L

G

H

>

M

$

N

O

B

S

D

R

V

" K

a b #
a b g

d
d

e
e

z
z

t i
y i

l
l

k h
k ˙


l

m y n
m ¥ n

o
o

p
p

s t
s t

r
r

w p k
u f x

Note that I have used the signs ˙ and ¥ to represent the aspirate and the palatal glide in the Greek transliteration.
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1
]7YDAS`NIS7[
2
]:`YVSIAON`G[
3
YDYROSDOV [
4
ANORAN1H` IB´ A[
5
NOSOSDOVNO7 [77]7 Y`NAAN7V`S`DAVDO [
6
TISOVKROSD`[..] KROSDISOV"SYVT 7 7 7 7
7 7 7[
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28u
28
29
30
31

YKRI` 7 A` 7 7 7 7 N`AVYSIN7D`IMINGYOVGYTOGYS1ZIK`
I`S`O`N`1B`V`N[`
MYDAVDOVG YOVGABIGOVSYMY:BOSOKRONONYKISAB
ODYYL:YSOTY`[
7I`O`SOV1TOSM` YKS`PRA$INO`N`7I`V`CINODIPIPLIONYKO77
A"O` Y´ 777"777Y`[
D`YVMYSYMY RON1A>IYG>I: YN1ACOMYNIBAVOMYN
BIVSOMYNDINAB`[
Y7ARODIS
BOTAZOMYNABYL:INBIVISINDINKR
IANDOVOSBIDIOV[
OVGIVDYLAN7SINMA:IN:Y>O1OVGYLDINANYRODIS1
YROTISA :YO`77[
ANAKORISY` 1`ANA`KORI _´1 SA1ANAKORISYN1YG
INOSOVGYSK7[
MYRONOVG
Y`Z`KO> A ZOHAVRIONYRKOMY
YL:YNOY`K1: [
YBIVISYN
BOSBIVISBOSHOTYVOMYNTIKSON
MYOTONDINB`O`. [
MY1YTOG
AGASY1ANYTOGAAVDAAVDOV1DO
VDOYN1YGINOS[
TIVNADOS
GYSKIVROS1YKOMYN1YKO1YKIS1YKI1
IZISOMYN1IZ`ISO7 [
GA>OSY"AGA1"AGYDYYMIBYRIMYN7 7 [
5-6 letters
] Y`A>AKOVIBAV`[
YSKISYSDR`Y`MA1YMINGA7IYBIVISYS[
7-8 letters
] N1A>ADRON1AMAK[
2
T`RABAN1TRABANOS 1D`OVTYSDYKNIDIBI`[ 7-8 letters
] IMIN1"RONIMIPI` A´[
] RISOKON1KA>GYVS:GYSGOVDYVS1KIRA1.I`G`73 S1YC`YNIDI1TRYMA1C7 traces of up to 11 letters R[
AB>AN1 7C>YMAGIN1GAMY>AGIN
HIV"SOS1"IVSASAC>ICORI1CYORCOV77[
] ONISDOONOMA1GYO:YOS"I>AKS
ISYN1O:YOSPOI:ISIS`1O:YOS:ARABY [
]YCORASADIYTOGYSAVDOVDIMI1
LIPITIN1OVTYN1GA"SA$INTI"RIN1GATIN`[
YKSAN:OSAV>OSDRIKMY>ANK`RIS
YNOVTIN
Y`NOPLY"ARA[
] AN:ROBOS1ILIGIA`1GY"A>:O":A>M
OS1OVDIN1DRIKINMYDOBON1O"ROS1GORIN17[
7-9 letters ] C`>OSA\OVRANISKI1COVLIN1D RAKY>ON1S"OVNTO>ON1OMOS1SDI:OS1[
] V`>IDIN
7-9 letters ] G`DIV>IN1YVNIVK1ANDIKYRA 1GARTIA1SOVGODON1KO>I1SBLINA1KOVZMI[
7-9 letters ] "`ONAS1>`IBARIN1ORKIT
IA1"SIV>IN1PIZIN1MYRIS1C`OVN`A`....[
7-9 letters ] 1BOTARIN\NYVR1PLY"A1
HYMA\SOMA1OSDRAGIN1ANGY"[
7-9 letters ] :IGARIN1SBADIN1BAR
AMYRIN1DOKSAR1"A>ADRON1SAC`[
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8-10 letters ]7DON1GONDAR1SGOVDA
8-10 letters ] N1MA"OR1GARYGA
8-10 letters ] ADINLANAD1GROVMID1
8-10 letters ] ISDRIN ":`ACO`M

SOVGARIN
R1Z`OVNI1DOPIA1P`RA`[
>1"Y>ON1GAMAS1"A[
GABA`` N´ORA
:RONOS1HIBAR1SY>A[
7TISON1GADAVA1`G`IN`O[

Notes
1. Smudge, with what looks like ∫ written over. 2. A mark X written above end of word. 3. These letters are reconstructed from the bottom
strokes.

1
2

3

4
5

6

]7YDAS`NIS7[
].etas`nis.[
]:`YVSIAON`G[
]y`eusiaon`k[
yus¤a
ˆgk[ow]
sacrifice (?) bulk (?)
YDYROSDOV [
eterostou[
ßterow
other
ANORAN1H` IB´ A[
anoran:˙`ip´a[
NOSOSDOVNO7 [77]7 Y`NAAN7V`S`DAVDO [
nosostouno.[..].e`naan.i`s`tauto[
nÒsow toË
ßna
taÈtÒ
disease of the (?) one
the same
TISOVKROSD`[..] KROSDISOV"SYVT 7 7 7 7 7 7 7[
disouxrost`[..]xrostisoufseud .. . . . .[
ceÊ]deiw oÈ xrevst[«:]xrevste›w oÈ ceud[
[You lie I?] do not owe. You owe [I do?] not lie
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exri` . a`. .. . n`auesin.t`iminkeoukedokes:zix`i`s`o`n:` p`i`n`[
timØn ka‹ oÈk ¶dvkew.
and you did not pay the price.
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

MYDAVDOVGYOVGABIGOVSYMY:BOSOKRONONYKISABODYYL:YSOTY`[

metautoukeoukapikouseme:posoxrononexisapoteelyesode`[
metÉ aÈtoË ka‹ oÈk §phkoÊse me. pÒson xrÒnon ¶xeiw éfÉ ˜te ∑lyew œde
with him and he did not understand me. How long have you had since you came here?
7I`O`SOV1TOSM`YKS`PRA$INO`N`7I`V`CINODIPIPLIONYKO77A"O` Y´ 777"777Y`[
.i`o`sou:dosm`exs`bra¥ino`n`.i`u`ginotibiblionexo..afo` e´...f...e`[
dÒw mÉ
˜ti bibl¤on ¶xv
Give me (?)
that I have a book
D`YVMYSYMYRON1A>IYG>I:YN1ACOMYNIBAVOMYNBIVSOMYNDINAB`[
t`eumesemeron:aliekliyen:agomenipauomenpiusomentinap`[
sÆmeron
êgvmen µ paÊvmen poiÆsomen tina / tØn étoday.
Should we go or stay? We will make
Y7ARODISBOTAZOMYNABYL:INBIVISINDINKRIANDOVOSBIDIOV[
e.arotispodazomenapelyinpiuisintinxriantouospitiou[
§rvte› spoudãzvmen épelye›n poiÆsein tØn xre¤an toË ıspit¤ou
he asks let us hasten to go to perform the service of the house / hospital.
OVGIVDYLAN7SINMA:IN:Y>O1OVGYLDINANYRODIS1YROTISA:YO`77[
oukiutelan.sinmayinyelo:oukeltinanerotis:erodisayeo`..[
oÈk eÈtelmaye›n y°lv. oÈk §lye›n énervte›w. ±r≈thsa
not cheap (?) I want to learn. You do not ask to come. I asked
ANAKORISY`1`ANA`KORI_´SA1ANAKORISYN1YGINOSOVGYSK7[
anaxorise`:` ana`xori_´sa:anaxorisen:ekinosoukesx.[
énex≈rhse. énex≈rhsa. énex≈rhsen. §ke›now oÈk §sxHe withdrew. I withdrew. He withdrew. That man did not have
MYRONOVGY`Z`KO>AZOHAVRIONYRKOMYYL:YNOY`K1: [
meronouke`z`xolazo˙aurionerxomeelyenoe`x:y[
<sÆ>meron oÈ sxolãzv, aÎrion ¶rxomai. ∑lyen
Today I am not at leisure, tomorrow I am going. He went
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YBIVISYNBOSBIVISBOSHOTYVOMYNTIKSONMYOTONDINB`O`. [

epiuisenpospiuispos˙odeuomendixsonmeodontinp`o`. [
§po¤hsen. p«w poie›w p«w ıdeÊomen
de›jÒn moi ıdÚn tØn
He made. How do you make? Where do we go? Show me the road
MY1YTOGAGASY1ANYTOGAAVDAAVDOV1DOVDOYN1YGINOS [
me:edokakase:anedokaautaautou:toutoen:ekinos[
¶dvka ka‹ so¤. én°dvka aÈtå aÈtoË. toËto ∑n. §ke›now
I gave to you as well. I gave them to him. It was this one. That man
TIVNADOSGYSKIVROS1YKOMYN1YKO1YKIS1YKI1IZISOMYN1IZ`ISO7 [
diunatoskesxiuros:exomen:exo:exis:exi:izisomen:iz`iso.[
dunatÚw ka‹ ﬁsxurÒw. ¶xomen. ¶xv. ¶xeiw. ¶xei.
able and strong.
We have. I have. You have. He has.
GA>OSY"AGA1"AGYDYYMIBYRIMYN7 7 [ 5-6 letters] Y`A>AKOVIBAV`[
kalosefaka. faketeemiperimen. . [ 5-6 letters] e`alaxouipau`[
kal«w ¶faga. fãgete mØ perim°n[ete
éllaxoË
I ate well.
Eat don’t wait
elsewhere
YSKISYSDR`Y`MA1YMINGA7IYBIVISYS[ 7-8 letters] N1A>ADRON1AMAK[
esxisestr`e`ma:eminka.iepiuises[ 7-8 letters] n:alatron:amax[
¶sxhse
§po¤hsew
êrotron.
ëmaja
he had
you made
plough.
waggon.
T`RABAN1TRABANOS1D`OVTYSDYKNIDIBI`[ 7-8 letters] IMIN1"RONIMIPI` A´[
d`rapan:drapanos:t`oudestexnitipi`[ 7-8 letters] imin:fronimibi` a´
dr°panon. dr°panon.
texn¤thw
frÒnimow ¥bh
sickle.
sickle.
craftsman
intelligent youth
] RISOKON1KA>GYVS:GYSGOVDYVS1KIRA1.I`G`7S1YC`YNIDI1TRYMA1C7 traces of up to 11 letters R[
]risoxon:xalkeus:keskouteus:xira:.i`k`.s:eg`eniti:drema:g. traces of up to 11 letters r[
x]rusoxÒow. xalkeÊw: ka‹ skuteÊw. xÆra.
d°rma
gold-smith. bronze-smith and cobbler. widow. (?) hide.
AB>AN1 7C>YMAGIN1GAMY>AGINHIV"SOS1"IVSASAC>ICORI1CYORCOV77[
aplan: .glemakin:kamelakin˙iufsos:fiusasagligori:georgou..[
éplanÆw.
kamelaÊkion Ïcow. fËsa sãgow ligour¤on. gevrgoË
fixed. (?)
cap
height. bellows sack shoe-strap. of a farmer
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24

25

26

27

28u
28

29

] ONISDOONOMA1GYO:YOS"I>AKSISYN1O:YOSPOI:ISIS`1O:YOS:ARABY[
] onistoonoma:keoyeosfilaxsisen:oyeosboiyisis`:oyeosyarape[
tÚ ˆnoma. ka‹ ı yeÚw fulãj˙ sen. ı yeÚw bohyÆs˙ sÉ. ı yeÚw yerape[Ês˙ se
the name. And God guard you. God help you. God heal [you
]YCORASADIYTOGYSAVDOVDIMI1LIPITIN1OVTYN1GA"SA$INTI"RIN1GATIN`[
]egorasatiedokesautoutimi:libidin:ouden:kafsa¥indifrin:kadin`[
±gÒrasa. t¤ ¶dvkew aÈtou timÆn; lebht¤on. oÈd°n. kãmca. difr¤on. kãdion
I bought. What price did you give him? pot. nothing (?) basket. chair. jug.
YKSAN:OSAV>OSDRIKMY>ANK`RIS YNOVTIN Y`NOPLY"ARA[
exsanyosaulostrixmelanx`ris enoudin e`noblefara[
janyÒw oÈlÒtrixow melagxrÆw §n≈tion bl°fara
blond curly-haired. swarthy
ear-ring eyelids
] AN:ROBOS1ILIGIA`1GY"A>:O":A>MOS1OVDIN1DRIKINMYDOBON1O"ROS1GORIN17[
] anyropos:ilikia`:kefal:ofyalmos:outin:trixinmetopon:ofros:korin:.[
ênyrvpow. ≤lik¤a. kefalÆ. ÙfyalmÒw. »t¤on. tr¤xion m°tvpon. ÙfrÊw. kÒrh.
man.
age.
head.
eye.
ear. hair
forehead. eyebrow. pupil.
7-9 letters] C`>OSA\OVRANISKI1COVLIN1DRAKY>ON1S"OVNTO>ON1OMOS1SDI:OS1[
7-9 letters] g`losa:ouranisxi:goulin:traxelon:sfoundolon:omos:stiyow:[
gl«ssa:
oÈran¤skow. goul¤on. trãxhlow. sfÒndulow. Œmow. st∞yow.
tongue.
palate.
throat.
neck.
spine.
shoulder. breast.
] V`>IDIN
7-9 letters] G`DIV>IN1YVNIVK1ANDIKYRA1GARTIA1SOVGODON1KO>I1SBLINA1KOVZMI[
]u`litin
7-9 letters]k`tiulin:euniux:antixera: kardia:soukoton:xoli:splina:xouzmi[
daktu]l¤dion
da]ktÊlion. ÙnÊxion. ént¤xeir. kard¤a. sukvtÒn. xolÆ. spl∞na. xum¤on (??)
finger-ring
finger.
nail.
thumb.
heart. liver.
bile. spleen. humour (??)
7-9 letters] "`ONAS1>`IBARIN1ORKITIA1"SIV>IN1PIZIN1MYRIS1C`OVN`A`....[
7-9 letters]f`onas:l`iparin:orxidia:fsiulin:bizin:meris:g`oun`a`....[
lipãrion. Ùrx¤dia. cvl¤on. bÊzin. mhrÒw. gÒnata
fat.
testicles. penis. breast. thigh. knees
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7-9 letters] 1BOTARIN\NYVR1PLY"A1HYMA\SOMA1OSDRAGIN1ANGY"[
7-9 letters] : podarin:neur:blefa: ˙ema:soma:ostrakin:ankef[
podãrion: neËron. fl°ba. aÂma: s«ma. Ùstrãkion. §gk°f[alow
foot.
nerve. vein.
blood. body. skull.
brain
7-9 letters] :IGARIN1SBADIN1BARAMYRIN1DOKSAR1"A>ADRON1SAC`[
7-9 letters] yikarin:spatin:paramerin: toxsar:falatron:sag`[
yhkãrion. spãyion. paramÆrion. tojãrion. far°tra. sag[ittãriow
sheath.
sword. dagger.
bow.
quiver. archer
SOVGARIN

8-10 letters]7DON1GONDAR1SGOVDAR1Z`OVNI1DOPIA1P`RA`[
soukarin
8-10 letters] .ton:kontar:skoutar:z`ouni:tobia:b`ra`[
sokkãrion
kontãrion. skoutãrion. z≈nh. toÊbia. brã[kia
sock
spear.
shield.
belt. leggings. trousers.
8-10 letters] N1MA"OR1GARYGA>1"Y>ON1GAMAS1"A[
8-10 letters] n:mafor:karekal:felon:kamas:fa[
mafÒrion. karãkallon. felÒnh. kamãsion.
headdress. hood.
cloak. shirt.
GABA` `N´ORA
8-10 letters] ADINLANAD1GROVMID1 :RONOS1HIBAR1SY>A[
kapa` `n´ora
8-10 letters] atinlanat:kroumit: yronos:˙ipar:sela[
lançton.
yrÒnow. ﬂppãrion. s°lla
woollen cloth / garment. chair. horse. saddle.
8-10 letters] ISDRIN ":`ACO`M7TISON1GADAVA1`G`IN`O[
8-10 letters] istrin fy`ago`m`.dison: kataua:` k`in`o[
kap]¤strion
katãba
bridle
dismount
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BNF332 B (unpublished side) Fibres are horizontal
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8u
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

]A`YL`AS`Y`N[`
]DISONGY7[
]7Y`>ISKIN1

]D`OMA1`YBY

]71A`N`A`"`Y`R`ON`17 [.]NTIN1SART` I`N´`
]7 Y>OVN1CA>A17 [.]TRIN1GOBAR[
]RI1ANI:| DY:RAG17 (3-4 letters) 7"`77[777]D`O`MIT:SYN7[
VISYNZY1GA>ONMIAR`MIRON1MIARDON\HA>A[

ONIK`M`YN`ON
CAN1GIV:RIN1BODYR1BINAG1GAV
GI1SOVMAS`` D ´ [
]TIO`N1KSOV>A
1`"AGIN1ARBACINSOVPLIN1LBDRA
"S1"IGOM7[
]I`N:AR1LI:AR1SG >YRON1ABA>ON1GABNOS1YNY"OS1O VTI1SGNO"O[
]BOS1BARALIVDIG OS1>YBROS1GY>>OS1HIVTROBIGOS 1MIVKSAR1
]D`AGOS1AS:Y
NI1A$IDIS1GAGOVDYN1GA>OS1GAG
AS1MI1$AS` B`I`S´
SO:RAKS
GALABODI1SGORBIS1BARADISO
S1SAN:OS
7YNOSMIG
R`I"ISIS`MIS"YVTI7:
S1Y>I`NK
SON1NI"OV` S´
PA:IVS
TRAGONTOSOROS1PYL`` I`´N I`DIN`CIN`Y`` R`´KO
MY1BADYR1MI` DIR´
]"Y1:O`V7D77:IA
:IOS1Y`D`Y`ROS1GO>" ON1 D`R`` A`´CI`NON1 A`CINON1`ITION
]MYN SGINOMA1:[
7-9 letters
] SKIVNI1GA>AM177:`A`77:`YRMON1K>Y` RON´
]O`"` YR´O1ABINIGY[
7-9 letters
]O1O>ICORISAT7ASY1MI
O>ICORIS
]AZA1 GATYCIT[
7-9 letters
]1Y1TROSI1GRA: Y`V`:ON1MISD` R´YB>7[
]7ON1C>IVGO`NYN1B`I`G`R`O`N`7[.
]TIOCYNISOGIV` NI´GOS "I>OSO"OSITON[
]N`:ROBOV7B`ONIROVSIBYNBODA`B`IN`"I
A>INMYSDYOKSOVS1TIOC`Y`N`` | OG1"1´ I`T`O`NOS77[
]INISANOBYRSIANIBYNDAKSDAKSIMIG
ROVSASYNADON7DIGONDAOVG7[
]BADIRSOV1TIOCYNIS1O1GI1"I1ITONBO>IN
MIGRANMYCA>ASBIV>ASYKOV7 [
]SMIYKSY>:IIBO>IS1ARKIDOVPIOVDO"RO
NIN`DACRAMADA:ARKI777777[
]7ADOMA:INDACRAMADA1ARKISO"IA"O
POS:YOV1MAGROS1GONT`[
]:`YRO`N1PRYZ`P`IVD`NYADYROS1NYANISG1BAR`
:`Y`N`1T`OV>I1T`O`V>O`S`P`ASI[
]7A1`GAROVKOS"`SAMOS`1DI`BR`OS1B>YVON1NAVD
IS1ANACIN1GADACIN7N[
]7IN77A DONPR`AZ`IK`OV7 7 A777 AG 777
OVBIVIOVGY>GYROSA`D`R`A`KY>`[
]77B`DOK77DABINI`:̀KSYN`OS1K
A`Z`MA| B ADRI S`1̀ KO`RA`[
]7TYR`AAVDOVARKIMANTRID:TYKSIA
ARISDYRA1`AN`OVK:GADO7[
]MAGD1SAVAN| GOZMIS
ON1SIVNAKSY`L`A`IN`1:I`N`[

]MYNONYN1DY
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]O:1BARMOV:I1BAKO
]7IDANA`1BAON1YBIP:MYS
].OVG`Y`L:YS1`:`Y`>`IS:` Y´

N1BAYNI1YBI"1MYSO[
ORI`HI1ABOV`ABO`O:IM[
>O OV: Y>O1OV:[

]A`YL`AS`Y`N[`
]a`el`as`e`n`[
]DISONGY7[
]tisonke.[
]7Y`>ISKIN1
].e`lisxin:
Ùb]el¤skow.
skewer.
]71A`N`A`"`Y`R`ON`17 [.]NTIN1SART` I`N´`
].:a`n`a`f`e`r`on`:.[.]ndin:sardÅi`n`Ä
énaf°rvn. [l°]ntion. sard¤nh
offering. napkin.
sardine
]7 Y>OVN1CA>A17 [.]TRIN1GOBAR[
].eloun:gala:. [.]drin:kopar[
gãla. Ídr¤on.
milk. jug (?)
]RI1ANI:| DY:RAG17 (3-4 letters) 7"`77[777]D`O`MIT:SYN7[
]ri:aniy|teyrak:. (3-4 letters) .f`..[...]t`o`mid:sen.[
ênhyon. yudrãkion.
tom¤dion. senn¤on
dill.
lettuce.
knife.
sieve (?)
]D`OMA1`YBYVISYNZY1GA>ONMIAR`MIRON1MIARDON\HA>A[
]t`oma:`epeuisenze:kalonmiar`miron:miarton:˙ala[
§po¤hsen <¶>zei. (?) kalÒn mØ èlmurÒn. mØ ért<ut>Òn:ëla[w
he made he boiled. fine
not salty.
not seasoned. salt
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8

9

10

11

12

ONIK`M`YN`ON

]MYNONYN1DYCAN1GIV:RIN1BODYR1BINAG1GAVGI1SOVMAS`` D´ [
onix`m`en`on
]menonen:tegan:kiuyrin:poter:pinak:kauki:soumas`` t´[
tÆganon. kuyr¤on. potÆrion. pinãkion. kauk¤on.
pan.
jug.
cup.
plate.
cup.
]TIO`N1KSOV>A1`"AGIN1ARBACINSOVPLIN1LBDRA"S1"IGOM7[
]dio`n:xsoula:`fakin:arpaginsoublin:lptrafs:fikom.[
jÊla.
fãkion. èrpãgh soubl¤on. leptorãciw. sfÆkvm[a
wood.
flask.
hook
awl.
fine-stitching. cord
]I`N:AR1LI:AR1SG>YRON1ABA>ON1GABNOS1YNY"OS1OVTI1SGNO"O[
]i`nyar:liyar:skleron:apalon:kapnow:enefos:oudi:sknofo[
pli]nyãrion. liyãrion. sklhrÒn. èpalÒn. kãpnow. n°fow. eÈd¤a. gnÒfo[w
brick.
stone.
hard.
soft.
smoke. cloud. clear sky. darkness.
]BOS1BARALIVDIGOS1>YBROS1GY>>OS1HIVTROBIGOS1MIVKSAR1
]pos:paraliutikos:lepros:kellos:˙iudropikos:miuxsar:
paralutikÒw. leprÒw. kullÒw. ÍdrvpikÒw. mujãrion.
paralytic.
leper. club-footed. dropsical. snot.
]D`AGOS1AS:YNI1A$IDIS1GAGOVDYN1GA>OS1GAGAS1MI1$AS` B`I`S´
]t`akos:asyeni:a¥itis:kakouten:kalos:kakas:mi:¥as` p`i`s´
ésyenÆw. éhdÆw. kak≈dhw. (?) kalÒw. kãkaw. m∞on. ‡aspiw
weak. unpleasant. bad-smelling. good. bad. baldmoney. jasper

13

SO:RAKSGALABODI1SGORBIS1BARADISOS1SAN:OS

14

soyraxskalapoti:skorpis:paratisos:sanyos
sãyraj kalapÒdion. skorp¤ow. parãdeisow. janyÒw
louse shoemaker’s last. scorpion. garden. blond
7YNOSMIGR`I"ISIS`MIS"YVTI:S1Y>I`NKSON1NI"OV` S´
.enosmikr`ifisis`misfeudis:eli`nxson:nifou`s´
mikrØ fÊsiw mØ speÊdeiw. ¶legjon. n¤cou (?)
small nature don’t hurry. (?) put to the test! wash (?)
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PA:IVSTRAGONTOSOROS1PYL`` I`´NI`DIN`CIN`Y`` R`´KOMY1BADYR1MI` DIR´
bayiusdrakondosoros:bel``i`´ni`tin`gin`e``r`´xome:pater:mi`tir´
bayÊw drãkvn / drãkontow ˆrow. t∞n g∞n ¶rxomai. patÆr. mÆthr
deep snake / snake’s hill. (?) the earth (?) I go. (?) father. mother
16
]"Y1:O`V7D77:IA:IOS1Y`D`Y`ROS1GO>"ON1D`R`` A`´CI`NON1 A`CINON1`ITION
]fe:yo`u.t..yiayios:e`t`e`ros:kolfon: t`r``a`´gi`non: a`ginon:`idion
édel]fÆ: yug<ã>thr ye¤a ye›ow. •ta›row. kÒlpow. êgunon. ‡dion
sister.
daughter aunt uncle. companion. lap. wifeless. private
17
]MYN SGINOMA1:[ 7-9 letters] SKIVNI1GA>AM177:`A`77:`YRMON1K>Y` RON´
]men skinoma:y[ 7-9 letters] sxiuni:kalam:..y`a`..y`ermon:xle`ron´
skÆnvma.
sxoin¤on. kãlamow. yermÒn. xliarÒn
tent.
rope.
reed.
hot.
warm.
18
]O`"` YR´O1ABINIGY[ 7-9 letters] O1O>ICORISAT7ASY1MIO>ICORIS
]o`f`er´o:apinike[ 7-9 letters] o:oligorisad.ase:mioligoris
ép]of°rv. épÆnegke
»lig≈rhsa ?[ép°]drase: mØ Ùligvre›w
I bring back. He brought back
I neglected he escaped. don’t you neglect
19
]AZA1 GATYCIT[ 7-9 letters] 1Y1TROSI1GRA: Y`V`:ON1MISD` R´YB>7[
]aza:kadegid[ 7-9 letters] :e:drosi:kray e`u`yon:mist`r´epl.[
xãl]aza. kataig¤d[ion
drÒsow.
eÈyÊn. mØ streblÒw
hail.
squall.
dew.
straight. not crooked
20
]7ON1C>IVGO`NYN1B`I`G`R`O`N`7[.]TIOCYNISOGIV` NI´GOS "I>OSO"OSITON[
].on:gliuko`nen:p`i`k`r`o`n`.[.]diogenisokiu` ni´kosfilosofosidon[
glukÊn. (?) pikrÒn DiogenØw ı kunikÚw filÒsofow ﬁd∆n
sweet.
bitter. Diogenes, the Cynic philospher, seeing
21
]N`:ROBOV7B`ONIROVSIBYNBODA`B`IN`"IA>INMYSDYOKSOVS1TIOC`Y`N`` | OG1"1´ I`T`O`NOS77[
]n`yropou.p`onirousipenpota`p`in`fialinmesteoxsous:diog`e`n` |ok:f:´i`d`o`nos..[
é]nyr≈pouw ponhroÁw e‰pen potapØ{n} fiãlh{n} mestØ ˆjouw; Diog°n<hw> ı k<unikÚw> f<ilÒsofow> ﬁd∆n
wicked men,
said ‘What sort of ointment-jar is full of vinegar?’ Diogenes, the C(ynic) ph(ilosopher), seeing
22
]INISANOBYRSIANIBYNDAKSDAKSIMIGROVSASYNADON7DIGONDAOVG7[
]inisanopersianipentaxstaxsimikrousasenaton.tikontaouk.[
e‰pen tãjei tãjei mØ kroÊsaw ßna, tÚn tekÒnta oÈk [eﬁd≈w (??)
said ‘enough (??)’ ??? lest hitting someone, not knowing who fathered you ???
15
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]BADIRSOV1TIOCYNIS1O1GI1"I1ITONBO>INMIGRANMYCA>ASBIV>ASYKOV7[
]patirsou:diogenis:o:ki:fi:idonpolinmikranmegalaspiulasexou.[
plÆxy˙] patÆr sou. Diog°nhw ı ku<nikÚw> fi<lÒsofow> ﬁd∆n pÒlin mikrån megãlaw pÊlaw ¶xou[san
is hurt] your father. Diogenes, the Cy(nic) phi(losopher), seeing a small town with large gates,
24
]SMIYKSY>:IIBO>IS1ARKIDOVPIOVDO"RONIN`DACRAMADA:ARKI777777[
]smiexselyiipolis: arxitoubioutofronin`tagramata:arxi......[
¶fh kle¤sate tåw pÊla]w mØ §j°ly˙ ≤ pÒliw: érxØ toË b¤ou tÚ frone›n tå grãmmata: érxÆ
said shut the gates] in case the city escapes. To understand the letters is the beginning of life. The beginning
25
]7ADOMA:INDACRAMADA1ARKISO"IA"OPOS:YOV1MAGROS1GONT`[
].atomayintagramata:arxisofiafobosyeou:makros:kond`[
tÚ maye›n tå grãmmata. érxØ sof¤a<w> fÒbow yeoË. makrÒw. kond[Òw
to learn the letters.
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom. long. short.
26
]:`YRO`N1PRYZ`P`IVD`NYADYROS1NYANISG1BAR`:`Y`N`1T`OV>I1T`O`V>O`S`P`ASI[
]y`ero`n:brez`b`iut`neateros:neanisk:par`y`e`n:̀d`ouli: d`o`ulo`s`b`asi[
§leÊ]yerow. presbÊthw ne≈terow. neãniskow. pary°now. doÊlh. doËlow basi[leÊw
freeman
old man
junior.
young man. young girl. slave-girl. slave king
27
]7A1`GAROVKOS"`SAMOS`1DI`BR`OS1B>YVON1NAVD IS1ANACIN1GADACIN7N[
].a:`karouxosf`samos`:ti`pr`os:pleuon:nautis:anagin:katagin.n[
karoËxow cãmmow. trÒpiw. plo›on. nautÆw. énãgein. katãgein
carriage sand.
keel.
boat. sailor. put out to sea. put in to land
28
]7IN77ADONPR`AZ`IK`OV77A777AG 777 OVBIVIOVGY>GYROSA`D`R`A`KY>`[
].in..atonbr`az`ix`ou..a...ak...oupiuioukelkerosa`t`r`a`xel`[
oÈ poie› oÈk
étrãxhlow
he does not make not without a neck (?)
29
]77B`DOK77DABINI`1̀KSYN`OS1KA`Z`MA| BADRIS`1̀KO`RA`[
]..p`tox..tapini`:` xsen`os:xa`z`ma| patris`1`xo`ra`[
ptvxÒw tapeinÆ. j°now. xãsma. patr¤w. x≈ra
poor humble. stranger. gulf. fatherland. country
30
]7TYR`AAVDOVARKIMANTRID:TYKSIAARISDYRA:`AN`OVK:GADO7[
].der`aautouarximandrit: dexsiaaristera:`an`oux:kato.[
aÈtoË érximandr¤thw: dejiã éristerã. ênv: kãtv
of him/it archimandrite.right left.
up. down
23
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]MAGD1SAVAN| GOZMISON1SIVNAKSY`L`A`IN`1:I`N`[
]makt:sauan|kozmison:siunaxse`l`a`in:̀yi`n`[
mãk<tron>. sãbanon. kÒsmow ‡sow. sÊnajiw ¶laion:
towel.
napkin. world equal. congregation oil.
32
]O:1BARMOV:I1BAKON1BAYNI1YBI"1MYSO [
]oy:parmouyi:paxon:paeni:epif:meso[
famen]≈y. farmouy¤. pax≈n. paun¤. §pif¤. meso[rÆ
Egyptian month names
33
]7IDANA`1BAON1YBIP:MYSORI`HI1ABOV`ABO`O:IM[
].itana`:paon:epib:mesori`˙i: apou`apo`oyim[
paun¤. §pif¤. mesorÆ.
Egyptian month names
34
].OVG`Y`L:YS1`:`Y`>`IS:` Y´>OOV:Y>O1OV:[
].ouk`e`lyes1`y`e`l`isy`e´loouyelo:ouy[
oÈk ∑lyew. y°leiw y°lv oÈ y°lv. oÈ y[°lYou didn’t come. You want I want I don’t want. [ ] not want.
31
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6 Co mme nt a r y
Side A

Transcription Notes
6
7
9
13
20
22
23
25
32

Traces of the lower parts of further letters run to the end of the fragment.
Letter at end of first fragment must be K although only the horizontal cross bar remains.
Readings of the middle and the end of the line are very doubtful. There is a smudge after Y which is written above the
line, but there seem not to be any letters beneath the smudge.
Only traces of the final Y on this line remain.
The letter before the break could also be R or O .
7C>YMAGIN (.glemakin): Cuendet read ]C>YDA
` GIN (]glet`akin) (1937: 224-5) and Leroy .gles`m`akin (1938: 516);
the latter is impossible and the former unlikely. The A (a) is formed with a very open downward loop.
A horizontal stroke is written above the letters :YOS in all three cases on this line.
This line is squashed between lines 24 and 26, and must have been written after line 26.
There are traces of the tops of further letters at the end of this line.

Notes
1-5 These lines are too short and fragmentary to allow any secure interpretation, and the Greek equivalents and translations
given are very tentative. It is not even wholly clear whether this section contained word-lists or phrases. Note that the
material on line 4 may be in part paralleled at line A34 and A34u below.
6 The alignment of Fragment 4 with the main text shows that we have here the reproduction of two sides of a
conversation. Kalle Korhonen (p.c. 15/10/98) suggests that this is parallel to the ‘quarrelling with the money-lender’
section (§26) of the Colloquium Harleianum (CGL III 113.72-114.45 = 643). This would consequently represent a
signigficant link between the ‘phrase-book’ sections of the papyrus and the Colloquia. The interpretation of xrostis as
xrevste›w ‘you owe’ follows Grégoire (in Leroy 1938: 517). Although the contraction of ev to v is not found in Greek
papyri, it does occur in Coptic documents of the sixth century (for example, KSB I 024, 025).
7
The reading t`iminkeoukedokes and interpretation timØn ka‹ oÈk ¶dvkew follow Cuendet 1937: 223. The reading is
however uncertain (the t may be better read as an r), and the word order with misplaced ka¤ is odd. I can find no Greek
word to match auesin or zix- at the line end and beginning.
edokes for ¶dvkaw ‘you gave’ shows the Modern Greek form replacement of 2nd person singular -aw by -ew, attested
elsewhere in the papyri (Gignac II 348f).
8
posoxrononexisapoteelyesode: the phrase pÒson xrÒnon ¶xeiw épÒ can be paralleled in 6th century AD literary texts:
cf. Eusebius of Alexandria Sermones 4.1 (333A in Migne’s text, PG 86) pÒson xrÒnon ¶xei éfÉ o ésyene› ‘how long
has he been sick?’
ode` is to be interpreted œde which comes to mean ‘here’ and ‘hither’ in Post-Classical Greek (Funk 1961: 56).
9
The reading of this line is doubtful, and no secure interpretation can be given.
dosm`exs`bra¥in: the letters are quite clear (although the s may be read as an m) but the interpretation is not. The
Armenian letter here transcribed as ¥ was previously read as tz as also on A24 below.
10 t`eume cannot be securely identified; it most likely represents a form of a verb in -teÊv.
semeron: here Greek h is transcribed as e when it occurs before a nasal (cf. Gignac I 243, who cites a parallel spelling
s°meron from 599 AD).
aliekliyen: there are several possible interpretations, none of them particularly convincing:
i) êllh §kl¤yh ‘another was bent’;
ii) êllh §kle¤yh ‘another was closed’ (for parallel form §kle¤yh cf. P.Ross.Georg. II text 26, col. II, 2);
iii) êllh §klÆyh ‘another was called’;
iv) êllh ¶jhlyen ‘another left’ (compare the metathesis of drema for d°rma at line 21 below).
11 aroti is here interpreted as §rvte›, standing for §rvtò and showing the confusion of -ãv and -°v verbs met with
elsewhere in the papyri (cf. Gignac II 364f.). Note the parallel of ar for er at A23 (yarape-for yerapeu-); however, the
compound verb (which shows the same confusion of declension), is spelt anerotis at A12.
spodazomen is here interpreted as spoudãzvmen (other verbs ending in -dãzv or -dãzomai in LSJ are: aÈdãzomai,
khdãzv, kludãzomai, kudãzv, mudãzomai, sardãzv, skedãzv, sfadñzv). This word shows the only example of
Greek ou represented by o in this text, but the substitution of o or v for ou is not uncommon in papyri (Gignac I 208212, note the citation of §pispodasmoË for §pispoudasmoË on 212).
piuisintinxriantouospitiou: the phrasing and meaning are paralleled by e.g. P.Oxy. I 138 r. 28 (dated to 610-611 AD)
pçsan xre¤an toË eﬁrhm°nou stãblou poie›n ‘perform every service of the stable’. It is not clear whether ısp¤tion
means ‘house’ or ‘hospital’ in this phrase.
12 oukiutelan.sinmayinyelo: if the form iutel-does stand for some form of eÈtelÆw ‘cheap’ it may show a parallel with
the ‘Folium Parisinum’ (P.Louvre Eg. 2329, published at Kramer 1983: 89-95), a bilingual glossary with Greek written
in Latin characters, which includes the gloss ‘bile utelo’ (line 20, for uilis eÈtel«w). Note the representation of the
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diphthong eu-in both texts. A reading sunmaye›n y°lv is unlikely, since the compound summanyãnv is otherwise
unattested, and consequently it is preferable to suppose that an accusative ending in -sin should be read before maye›n
y°lv, but it is difficult to understand what sense the whole phrase then makes.
oukeltin: if the interpretation is correct, this is the only time that §lye›n is spelt with an unaspirated t in this text,
although the spelling is found in papyri from the 2nd century AD onwards (Gignac I 90 with refs.).
In this line we have the first examples of attempts to conjugate verbal paradigms. Note that here there appears to be no
rationale behind the order in which the forms are cited. The compound verb is written without an augment, a feature
found elsewhere in the papyri (Gignac II 223-4).
In this and in the following lines the phrases become shorter and seem to function as practice for verbal conjugations.
ouke`z`xolazo: the reading is tentative, and the use of the voiced z rather than voiceless s in the initial cluster of
z`xolazo is unexpected. If the reading of e at the beginning of the word is accepted, it may be an example of a ‘prothetic
vowel’ before a consonant cluster, comparable to the writing exsanyow for janyÒw at A25. Vocalic prothesis of this
type is occasionally met with in the papyri (Gignac I 312), but it may reflect the phonotactic rule of Classical Armenian
whereby all initial clusters of sibilant + obstruent are pronounced with initial [ə].
oe`x: these three letters following ∑lyen resist interpretation. A reading oÈx seems an obvious solution, and it is possible
that what is read here as Y (e) is in fact V (u) with a small S (s) written beneath it. Note that the form of the following
letter is also difficult and it may be overwritten.
˙aurion: the initial unetymological aspiration of aÎrion is also attested in papyri cf. Gignac I 137.
˙odeuomen: the same term may apppear in the Greek-Coptic glossary published at MPER xviii 263.4 ndeuote (read by
Hasitzka as deËte but perhaps better (o)deuote).
dixsonmeodon: de›jÒn moi ıdÒn, the writing of me for dative moi is paralleled elsewhere in the papyri, cf. Gignac I 274
fn, and in this text by se for soi in the following line. The omission of ˙ in odon despite the fact that it was written on
the derived form ˙odeuomen earlier in the line reveals once more that this text reflects the vagaries of the spoken
language.
anedokaautaautou shows the replacement of the dative by the genitive, as widespread in later Greek.
toutoen should perhaps be interpreted as toËto ∑n ‘it was this one’; an alternative explanation toËto ßn ‘this one thing’
seems less likely as it is not a complete phrase and consequently unlikely to be written between punctuation marks.
Note that in several other places in this text en is apparently meaninglessly added to the end of words: menonen (B5),
kakouten (B9), gliuko`nen (B17).
After the two adjectives at the start, this line contains two verbal conjugations (in each case the 1st plural is given first).
The first verb is obviously ¶xv, but the identity of the second, apparently a future tense, is uncertain, ? ·zv (cf. late aor.
·zhsa and perf. ·zhka).
In the middle of this line the lacuna evident after the correct realignment of the text begins.
kalosefaka:faketeemiperimen: the interpretation of fak- as fag- in this line shows the confusion of voiced and
voiceless consonants, widespread in Egyptian Greek as evidenced by the papyri (Gignac I 79). This is the only example
in this text of the confusion between voiced and voiceless velars, but there are several cases of t for d and d for t.
faketeemiperimen: the interpretation fãgete mØ perim°n[ete seems satisfactory, but it fails to take account of the
double ee at the end of faketee. It is possible that either the second e should be interpreted as ≥ or may be a mistake on
behalf of the writer.
e`alaxouipau appears to contain éllaxoË ‘elsewhere’. The following word may be e‰pa ‘I said’ (with the 1st person
ending -a in place of -on as frequently in late Greek), in which case the next letter cannot be read as V (u) since this
letter always stands as the second element in diphthongs in Armenian and in this text, and consequently cannot begin a
word.
esxisestr`e`ma: the first word appears to be the aorist ¶sxhse from ¶xv, formed parallel to future sxÆsv and perfect
¶sxhka; or it could be ¶sxise from sx¤zv ‘split’. The reading and interpretation of the following word is uncertain; it is
perhaps to be identified with str°mma which has a Byzantine Greek meaning of ‘field’, and this would fit in with the
agricultural terms later in the line. However, the word str°mma is not found in published Greek papyri.
eminka.iepiuises: the final word is certainly the aorist §po¤hsew but the preceding text is difficult to make sense of.
One suggestion might be ≤m›n ka‹ so¤ (then reading §po¤hse s-) ‘he made for us and for you.’ However, the word order
with initial positioning of the indirect object pronouns seems unusual (cf. Horrocks 1997: 59).
alatron:amax[: the second word could only be ëmaja ‘wagon’ or êmaxow ‘without battle’ or a derivative. The first
option is supported by the reading of alatron as êrotron which shows dissimilation of r_r and assimilation of vowels
paralleled by falatron for far°tra in A31. Note also the occurrence of both terms in the de ferramentis section of the
Hermeneumata Einsidlensia (CGL III 262.52 and 36); tool-names continue at the beginning of the next line.
d`rapan:drapanos: the second word has a cross written above the ending, the significance of which is uncertain. It is
not clear why here alone the author of this text repeats a nominal form. It seems unlikely that he is attempting to decline
the word (which in Greek actually takes the form dr°panon or drepãnh). t`oudes was interpreted by Cuendet (1938: 63
and Leroy 1938: 520) as oÈde¤w ‘no one’ but there appears to be an extra letter at the beginning of the word, although it
is very smudged. Perhaps here we have another tool-name, Greek diodoÊw, only attested as the gloss of Latin bidens
‘two-pronged fork’ (CGL III 362.60).
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texnitipi almost certainly contains some form of texn¤thw ‘craftsman’. Since the beginning of the next line contains the
names of craftsmen, we might here have the beginnings of a de artificibus or de opificibus section, parallel to those
found in the Hermeneumata. However, the remaining words in this line cannot be matched to Greek terms for
craftsmen.
imin:fronimibi` a´ : imin may be the end of a word such as timÆn or an adjective in -imow or the verb form ≥mhn ‘I was’.
The following letters are here interpreted as a truncated form of frÒnimow ‘intelligent’, followed by ¥bh ‘youth’, with
the beginning of another word written above the line. A reading fron¤mh b¤a ‘intelligent force’ is less likely; note that
frÒnimow usually serves as the masculine and feminine form.
xira: given the theme of professions in the first three words, the interpretation xÆra ‘widow’ seems unlikely and a
word relating to handicraft beginning xeir- would be preferable, but no such word can be read.
.i`k`e`s read from the lower parts of the letters only, and hence uncertain.
eg`eniti (a less likely reading is edeniti): there is no word in LSJ ending -¤thw or -Æthw or -e¤thw which could plausibly
fit here. A possible interpretation is oﬂ gen°tai ‘parents’, or some compound of oﬁko-.
drema was interpreted by Leroy as a form of draxmÆ (1938: 520). There are at least two other possibilities: dr may here
stand for tr as br stands for pr elsewhere in this text, in which case the word may represent Greek tr∞ma ‘perforation’;
or this could be a metathesised form of d°rma ‘skin’. I have preferred the last explanation since material in the
following line suggests that we have here words from a de pellibus section, paralleled in the Hermeneumata (CGL III
24, 194, 326, 370).
aplan: the reading is secure, and the most obvious interpretation is that given, with Greek éplanÆw. However, this
would then represent one of the few occurrences of the loss of an accented final syllable, and the meaning
‘unwandering’ does not seem to tie in with the rest of the line. A more likely equivalent to fit the context is Greek
˜plon ‘shield’, included in the de pellibus section at e.g. CGL III 370, but the representation of the Greek o by a is
unparalleled elsewhere in the text.
.glemakin: there is no attested Greek word ending -glemãkion / -h, -glhmãkion /-h or -glaimãkion / -h, nor is there any
word ending -glem-, -glhm- or -glaim-, of which this could be a derivative. It is possible that the word shows
labdacism, and we have here a variant of the (unattested) word égremãkion, a derivative of the rare égr°mion ‘game,
wild animal’ (attested in a Byzantine papyrus, SB I 5301, where it occurs four times), replaced in Mediaeval and
Modern Greek by agrimi.
Although the interpretation of .glemakin suggests that the next word could be read as kamhlãkion, an otherwise
unattested diminutive of kãmhlow ‘camel’, I have preferred to read kamelaÊkion ‘cap’ (attested in a 7th century
papyrus, SB VIII 9754), as suggested by Leroy (1938: 522f.), since this fits the context better.
The reading ˙iufsos= Ïcow is clear, but this does not fit the context well. Perhaps one should see this as an error for
Ïfow ‘web’.
fiusasagligori: the first six letters were interpreted as a verb form fusòw translated as ‘tu fais le fier’ at Leroy 1938:
520 (suggested by H. Grégoire), but it is better to equate them with the noun fËsa ‘bellows, bladder’ (cf CGL III 24).
In what follows, rather than read a dissimilation from some form containing grhgor-, it is preferable to divide two other
terms which occur in the de pellibus sections of the Hermeneumata, cf. CGL III 326 and 370. sag may stand for sãgow,
sãkkow, sãgma or sagÆ. In the papyri sãgow appears to mean ‘cloak’ or ‘cloth’, sãkkow ‘sack’ or ‘sackcloth’ ( a
meaning that is also given for sãgow at CGL III 269.43), and sãgma and sagÆ mean ‘(pack-)saddle’. I take ligori to
represent a Greek borrowing of Latin ligula, diminutive of lingua, meaning ‘strap for shoes’ rather than a writing of the
Greek word luggoÊrion ‘amber’ which does not fit the context.
This line contains three Christian formulae of blessing, with a single horizontal stroke written above the word yeÒw in
each of its three occurrences.
.] onistoonoma: it is not possible to reconstruct the elements before tÚ ˆnoma; it could be a name, a second person
verbal form or a phrase with eﬁw.
keoyeosfilaxsisen: compare P.Cair.Masp. I 67005 r 27 yeÚw fulãj˙ Ímçw P.Oxy. LVI 3858.25 ı yeÚw fulãje se
(with parallel papyrus texts given in the note).
oyeosboiyisis: compare the formula, frequent in 5th-7th century texts, yeÚw boÆyhson tÚn doËlÒn sou.
oyeosyarape[: clearly a formula involving the verb yerapeÊv, perhaps with the sense of ‘care for’ rather than ‘heal’. I
have been unable to find any comparable formula attested on papyri or in early Christian works.
This line contains the last phrase to survive on this side of the text, followed by the beginning of a more organised
vocabulary which on this line corresponds roughly to the de supellectili and de fictilibus sections of the Hermeneumata
(CGL III 20, 24, 92, 193, 196, etc.).
tiedokesautoutimi: the interpretation ‘what price did you give him’ (note genitive for dative, as at line A12) relies on
construing t¤ with timÆn; if this is thought unlikely, the text might be interpreted ‘what did you give him as the price’
(so Leroy 1938: 524) or it may be read with breaks in between phrases (note the lack of punctuation after egorasa
±gÒrasa ‘I bought’). Hence ‘What did you give him?’ ‘The price’.
libidin clearly represents lebht¤on ‘cauldron’. The change of e to i in the initial syllable is unparalleled elsewhere in
this text; it is possible that this represents some form of vowel assimilation, whereby the first vowel is articulated more
closely to the second, as seen elsewhere in this text (cf. A28 below). In later Greek the word takes the form lebet¤on.
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ouden most likely stands for oÈd°n ‘nothing’, but it is not clear why this word is included in a list of household objects
unless it should be taken as a continuation of the phrases from the first half of the line.
kafsa¥indifrin: here two words are written without punctuation before them: the second word is undoubtedly difr¤on
‘chair’ (also listed (as sifrin) in the ‘Folium Parisinum’ (Kramer 1983: 94)) and the first clearly contains some form of
kã(m)ca ‘basket’. The dificulty lies in the reading of the Armenian letter here transcribed as ¥. The sign used was
previously read as a different letter, tz (see commentary on line A9 above), which was taken to represent the effects of
palatalisation on the suffix -akion (the diminutive form ka(m)cãkion is attested elsewhere in papyri). The reading with
y means that a different suffix is used here. Note that the ending -akion is not palatalised elsewhere in this text:
.glemakin, kamelakin (A22), ostrakin (A30).
This line is written after the following line, and squeezed into the available space. The words on this line are related to
the words on the line below. The first three words relate to different descriptions of humans and are written above
ênyrvpow ‘man’ and the following words on the line below. Two of these terms also occur in the de membris humanis
sections of the Hermeneumata (janyÒw CGL III 85, oÈlÒyrij CGL III 174 and 247) and the other in the de natura
humana section (e.g. CGL III 252-3). The representation of oÔlow as aulos is noteworthy, as is the form melagxrÆw
which is an attested variant of melagxr≈w. The word for ‘ear-ring’ §n≈tion is written above »t¤on ‘ear’. The final word
can be read as bl°fara ‘eyelids’, clearly fitting between the words for ‘brow’ and ‘eye’ on the line below. It is not
clear what the three letters before this word represent; the word Ípobl°fara ‘eyelids’ appears as a hapax in the list of
body-parts in Dioscorus’ Greek-Coptic glossary (P.Lond. 1821.24 = MPER xviii 256.24), and it is possible that we have
here a matching form énabl°fara, otherwise unattested. Note that Dioscorus’ glossary has many similarities to the
Hermeneumata lists, see Clackson forthcoming a).
In this and the following lines body parts are listed thematically. It may be significant that the order of elements listed is
generally paralleled by the de membris humanis word-lists in the Hermeneumata (CGL III 11-3, 84-6, 174-7, 246-9,
310-2, 349-51, 394-5). ‘Man’ (ênyrvpow) is mentioned first, followed by words relating to general attributes and
sometimes also descriptive terms (here ≤lik¤a and the words in the first half of line 25). Body parts ‘proper’ start with
the head and then move down to the feet by way of back, belly, arms, with the internal organs interspersed and tacked
on to the end of the list. Kalle Korhonen has undertaken a systematic comparison of this list with the synonymous items
in the Hermeneumata (e-mail 29/5/99), and notes ‘the order of the words in the glossary follows to some extent the CGL
order. Only in the end of the "Armenian" glossary does the maker of the selection suddenly seem to turn back to near
the beginning of the list. I would not call this correlation a coincidence (I do not know if there is a "natural" order in
which any given person would list body parts), but rather say that the writer of the word-list had a model comparable to
the Hermeneumata topical glossaries.’ Korhonen also notes that ‘in the single glosses, the CGL glossaries constantly
use a different word for "throat", "spine", "liver", "penis" and "skull".’
goulin: the diminutive is otherwise unattested but the Latin loan-word goÊla ‘throat, gullet’ is found in Classical Greek
(DGE and Sophocles Lexicon s.v. although not listed in LSJ or its supplement). The earliest occurrence of this rare word
is in the hippocratic vocabulary compiled by the Ist century AD grammarian Erotian. Leroy (1938: 525) preferred to
read goËlin ‘gum’, a diminutive of oÔlon with ‘irrational’ g as in Modern Greek goÊli.
sfoundolon: note the metathesis of vowels from Greek sfÒndulow. In Greek the word is written both as sfÒndulow
and spÒndulow; the only other occurrence in the papyri is written sfÒndulow (SB XVI 12359 l. 7).
euniux is certainly to be identified as ÙnÊxion ‘finger-nail’ (Modern Greek nÊxi). There are two possible interpretations
for the initial eu: i) this represents the vowel [ø] which is the outcome of initial o- with lip rounding anticipating u [y] in
following syllable; ii) the word is actually already nÊxi in the spoken language and eu is in fact the Armenian word for
‘and’ as the speaker switches between Armenian and Greek. Possibility i) seems much more likely than ii).
antixera:splina: these words (Classical Greek ént¤xeir ‘thumb’ and splÆn ‘spleen’, Modern Greek spl∞na) should
be considered together with blefa on line 26 below (metathesis of fleba, Classical Greek fl°c, Modern Greek
fl°ba). Both splina and blefa appear to show the Modern Greek form, where the words are declined as feminine
nouns in -a, but there is little evidence for this change outside the words mÆthr and yugãthr in papyri (Gignac II 46
and 63); the first evidence for a nominative form spl∞na is much later in the history of Greek. It is perfectly possible
that the forms given here are not in fact examples of the Modern Greek nominative singular, but are in fact accusative
singular. The author of this papyrus very frequently confuses nominative and accusative (note for example traxelon:
sfoundolon: on A27 for trãxhlow: sfÒndulow:), perhaps reflecting the fact that in Armenian there is no
morphological difference between nominative and accusative singular in all nominal declensions.
soukoton: the word for ‘liver’ given here, sukvtÒn, continues in Modern Greek as the replacement of Classical ∏par.
sukvtÒn is already attested with the meaning ‘liver’ in Galen. A parallel use of the word to denote the human liver may
be found in the gloss zugvg`Òn : ∏par in Dioscorus’ glossary (P.Lond. 1821.50 = MPER xviii 256.50) which the original
editors suggested should be read as zugvtÒn, a variant of sukvtÒn.
xouzmi resists certain explanation. There is no Greek word beginning xousm-, xvsmi-, xusmi- or xosmi; given the
context, an identification with xum¤on (diminutive of xumÒw) ‘bodily fluid, humour’ seems likely, although this term
does not appear in the de membris humanis sections of the Hermeneumata; less likely is some form of kÊstiw ‘bladder’.
The reading of the first visible letter of the first word is uncertain. If it is f then the word might be fvnÆ ‘voice’.
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l`iparin the reading of the initial letter is possible, and this reading is the only which would give a suitable body-part
term for this word, albeit a rare one: lipãrion ‘fat’ is not listed in LSJ, but occurs in a 6th-7th century papyrus
(Stud.Pal. XX 250.5), and l¤pow occurs in the Hermeneumata word-lists (CGL III 248.50).
fsiulin was read by Cuendet and Leroy as ftiuli and interpreted as ptu°lion ‘saliva’; the improved reading makes an
identification with Greek cvlÆ ‘penis’ more likely (note mentula : cvlÆ in the Hermeneumata, CGL III 351.44) even
though this would be the only example of Greek v represented as iu on this papyrus.
bizin: identification with Modern Greek buz¤n ‘breast’ was tentatively proposed by Leroy (1938: 537), although he
could find no literary attestation of the word before the 12th century. A papyrus parallel has since been published, the
6th century P.Wash.Univ. II 108.9 (buzein, see commentary for further references to the word from medical authors).
Note also that the form is extant in the Hermeneumata bizin : ubera (CGL III 13) and b¤zia : mamillae (CGL III 311)
(only the second cited in LSJ Rev. Suppl. s.v. b¤zin).
meris is here interpreted as mhrÒw ‘thigh’, since the collocation of mhrÒw and gÒnata is common in the Hermeneumata
(cf. CGL III 13.18-19, 86.26-7 etc.). It is also possible that this represents mer¤w ‘part’, no doubt used here as a
euphemism for ‘private parts’ (as noted by Leroy 1938: 525).
blefa: the text was misread as blefar and hence this word interpreted as bl°faron by Cuendet (1937: 226) and
Leroy (1938: 527), although previously it had been correctly read by Taean (Handês Amsôreay 11 (1897) p. 330).
Since bl°fara is attested on line 21 above, this interpretation is now indefensible. The previous word neËron gives a
clue to the correct explanation: blefa is a metathesis of fl°ba, accusative of Classical Greek fl°c ‘vein’ and the form
taken by the nominative in Modern Greek. Note that in the Hermeneumata neËron and fl°c are usually listed next to
each other (CGL III 11.51-2, 246.62-3, 350.1-2).
ostrakin: this word literally means ‘little earthen vessel, potsherd’, and consequently would be out of place in a list of
body-parts unless it has taken the same meaning of Latin testa which comes to mean ‘skull’ and thence ‘head’, as
French tête (this explanation was already suggested by Leroy 1938: 526). This meaning is unparalleled for Greek
Ùstrãkion or related forms, unless one sees as significant the inclusion of the gloss ‘ostracon : testu’ before words for
‘occiput’ and after words for ‘brain’ in the list of body parts at CGL III 174.58.
In this line the word-list moves on to terms relating to warfare (cf. the section de militia in the Hermeneumata, CGL III
27-8, 208-9, 298-9, 352-3, 395); note that many of the terms listed do not appear in the Hermeneumata.
yikarin: yhkãrion ‘sheath’, a rare word also attested in a 7th century papyrus (SB VI 9140.6).
spatin in this context must represent spãyion ‘sword’, although it is the only case in this text where a Greek aspirated
consonant is not represented by an Armenian aspirate when in intervocalic position. It is possible that there is here some
influence from the homophonous Greek term for a measure of capacity which is written as either spãtion or spãyion in
papyri (cf. Mayerson ZPE 121 (1998) 226-8).
paramerin: paramhr¤on ‘dagger’, although rare, is supported by the context; it does not appear in papyri nor in the
Hermeneumata.
soukarin is written above the line. The interpretation soukãrion ‘fig’ seems not to fit the context as well as svkãrion
(LSJ and Leroy 1938: 527) / sokkãrion (O.Amst. text 23.3), meaning either ‘lasso’ which fits with the military
vocabulary of the line, or ‘sock’ given the presence of words for military clothing at the end of the line.
tobia: Leroy’s (1938: 527) interpretation as toub¤a ‘leggings’ (Latin tibialia) is attractive, although the first occurrence
of the word is late (9th century, in the Chronicle of Georgos Monarchos, according to the TLG CD-ROM). The Latin
term tibiales features in two of the extant de militia sections of the Hermeneumata (CGL III 208.50 and 299.9), listed
near balteum ‘sword-belt’ (208.59 and 299.10) which is glossed by Greek z≈nh at CGL III 353.18, and braces (208.60
glossing anasfurides).
bra[: I have restored brãkia since this is the term used rather than brãkai in Greek papyri.
This line clearly contains vocabulary relating to clothing, parallel to the de ueste / de uestimentibus sections in the
Hermeneumata (CGL III 21-2, 92 etc.) The only match with the vocabulary of the Hermeneumata is felÒnh / failÒnh
‘cloak’. This word was loaned into Armenian already by the time of the Bible translation (2 Tim. 4, 13) as p‘ilon (note
the ‘clear’ l used in vicinity of front vowel, the papyrus has the ‘dark’ ); there is also evidence for a form p‘ion in
Classical Armenian.
The remaining text on this side of the papyrus contains vocabulary relating to horses and horsemanship, unparalleled
from the thematic lists in the Hermeneumata. Note however the existence of some vocabulary items connected with
horses on P.Berol. 21860, a Latin-Greek glossary to be published by Maehler (Maehler forthcoming). kroumit, or an
alternative reading krouat, cannot be matched by any words in Greek or Latin as far as I am aware.
sela: Greek s°lla is loaned from Latin sella ‘seat, saddle’. The interpretation ‘saddle’ is supported by the previous
word ﬂppãrion.
The word written above ˙ipar is difficult to read and its interpretation is uncertain. In line A4 there is a similar
collocation anoran:˙`ip´a[. A possible interpretation is that anora represents a metathesised form of Ùnãrion ‘ass’.
The word before anora could be kãph ‘manger’.
]istrin: of the 6 attested Greek words ending in -¤strion, kap¤strion ‘bridle’ (attested on papyri: PSI Congr. XXI 18
(5th-6th century) and in Modern Greek) would fit the context here best (the other words are ±r¤strion ‘spring
garment’, yer¤strion ‘summer garment’, le¤strion / l¤strion ‘tool for smoothing’ and Íl¤strion ‘filter’). The next
word may well be a derivative of frÊagma ‘whinny’ cf. fruagmat¤aw ‘hot-tempered’ (of a horse) (Hesychius).
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kataua is (following Leroy 1938: 529 and 534f) probably to be interpreted as katãba the koiné form of the imperative
of compounds of ba¤nv (Funk 1961: 48) which lies behind Modern Greek kat°ba. The inclusion of the imperative is
paralleled on the Latin-Greek glossary P.Berol. 21860 (Maehler forthcoming), which has énãba ‘dismount’.
The representation of Greek b as Armenian V (w here transliterated by u) is only found in this text here and at B28
where sãbanon is written sauan. In both places b stands between two a vowels, and it is possible that the Armenian
transcription captures a particular allophone of b in this position; the sequence aba occurs nowhere else on the papyrus.
k`in`o: reading and interpretation uncertain, but a connection with some form of kin°v ‘I move’ seems likely.

Side B

Transcription Notes
4
Only the lower parts of the first 10 characters are visible and the first 4 characters are very uncertain.
12 The first three letters of this line are much larger than letters on the rest of the line or anywhere else in the text.
15 PYL `` I`´N I ` (bel``i` ´ n i`) : the last letter cannot be securely identified; it has a thick vertical stroke, without the
characteristic slant which the other letters on this line show. In formation it comes closest to I(i) or perhaps "(f). What
is read here as PYL`` I`´N appears at first sight to be PON (bon) but the vertical strokes of the O have hooks to the right at
the bottom, hence the given reading.
17 The lacuna in the centre of the papyrus starts here. In the second half of the line several letters are illegible owing to
damage to the papyrus.
21 The end of the line is smudged but the given reading is possible.
27 The reading PRYZP
` I` VD` brez`b`iut` is guaranteed by the context although the Z(z) is uniquely formed with a very long
upper stroke, which must result from a slip of the pen.
28 Readings in this line are very doubtful.
34 The large gaps left between some letters on this final line suggest that when the text was written the preservation of the
bottom margin was in no better state than it is today, and the writer deliberately wrote around the gaps.

Notes
3

4

5

6

7

8

There are no Greek words which contain the sequence elisx; it is likely that as at A27 where ouranisxi stands for
oÈran¤skow we have another word ending in -isk-. Of the seven possible candidates (kob°liskon, mel¤skion, Ùbel¤skow, skel¤skow, sfel¤skon, xel¤skon and xel¤skion) only Ùbel¤skow ‘skewer, bar, obelisk’ is attested in Greek
papyri.
]ndin: the beginning of this word is not clear from the context. I have restored l°ntion (a borrowing from Latin linteum
attested in koiné Greek) as an example. Another possibility could be a substantised form of ÖIndiow ‘of India’ referring
to some foodstuff. The following word ‘sardine’ suggests that we have here a de piscibus or a de escis section, probably
continued in the next line and picked up again at line 7 (note the existence of de piscibus glossaries on papyrus, P.Oxy.
XXXIII 2660 and 2660a, and Kramer 1983 text 5). An alternative reading could be sãrdion ‘Sardian stone.’
eloun: the interpretation ¶laion ‘oil’ is suggested by the following word ‘milk’, but I can find no comparable spellings
in Greek papyri, and it is possible that one should rather restore e.g. ÍeloËn ‘of glass’ or lusiteloËn ‘profit’.
]drin: there are a large number of Greek derivatives ending in -drion but the available space means that the most likely
reconstruction here is Greek Ídr¤a ‘water-jug,’ which would fit the context well. The following word may be the late
Greek kopãrion ‘a sort of probe’, but the relationship with the context is less clear.
This line appears to contain material from a de holeribus section (cf. CGL III 18, 185, 265 etc. and, on papyrus, P.Oxy.
XXXIII 2660 and 2660a); aniy clearly stands for ênhyon ‘dill’ and the following word, teyrak, probably represents a
form of the word for ‘lettuce’ yr¤daj or yridãkion with metathesis of the two dentals; note the variant forms attested
include yidrak-, yrodak-, yodrak-, yrudak- and yudrak-. The word before aniy may accordingly be restored as
s°riw ‘endive’ or kÒrion ‘coriander’. The reading and interpretation of the final two words on the line is very tentative;
the form tom¤dion is nowhere attested in Greek.
epeuisenze: the interpretation given, §po¤hsen <¶>zei ‘he made, he boiled’, is uncertain. The word for ‘boil’ may be
connected with culinary items on surrounding lines. Note that poih is spelt piui elsewhere in this text.
As given, the text kalonmiarmiron is interpreted mØ èlmurÒn ‘not salty’. An alternative reading kalonmiaxmiron
could be interpreted mØ aﬁxmhrÒn ‘not pointed’ - but the word aﬁxmhrÒw is only attested very late in Greek (it is not
found in any Classical text nor papyrus, nor mentioned in Kriaras’ dictionary (Kriaras 1968-)). The reading of the next
word is difficult, but miarton is most likely. Given the surrounding context, it seems best to suppose that this stands for
mØ értutÒn ‘not seasoned’. Note the collocation of értutÒn, ëlaw and èlmurÒw and z°v in the de escis section of one
of the glossaries (CGL III 254.69 - 255.11).
The recognisable words in this line describe kitchenware, and can be compared to items listed in the de fictilibus
sections of the Hermeneumata (cf. CGL III 270 (tÆganon, xÊtra), CGL III 326 (potÆrion), CGL III 193, 369
(pinãkion), but the words at the beginning, the end, and written above the line have resisted secure interpretation: there
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are no attested Greek words which match them given the usual equivalencies shown elsewhere in this text. It is possible
that the final term on the line soumas`ÅtÄ might be a derivative of zvmÒw ‘soup’, perhaps *zvmastron from zvmãrustron / zvmãristron ‘soup-ladle’. The reading of the letters in the interline is uncertain but there may be some
derivative of ˆnuj in its meaning ‘onyx’.
9 The words on this line do not correspond to the contents of any single section of the Hermeneumata, but, like much of
the vocabulary of this side of they papyrus, the grouping appears much less structured. The word fakin probably stands
for fãkion a diminutive of fakÒw ‘lentil’ or anything shaped like a lentil’ (attested with the probable meaning ‘flask’ at
P.Leid.Inst. 13.12, 7th-8th century AD). arpagin probably stands for èrpãgh ‘hook, grappling-iron, rake’ rather than
èrpagÆ ‘seizure, rape’. However èrpãgh is not attested in papyri or Kriaras’ dictionary, and the grammarian Trypho
implies it is an archaic word (Frag. 2.6.8). It is, however, attested in Modern Greek and Shipp (1979: 98) sees this as a
survival of the ancient word.
lptrafs the interpretation of this word as a compound meaning ‘fine stitching’ uel sim. from leptÒw and =ãptv ‘I
sew’ would fit in with the preceding word well, and, although unattested, could be matched by e.g. lepto#fÆw ‘finespun’. The omission of vowels in this word probably shows the Armenian orthographic convention whereby the
unstressed central vowel schwa ([ə]) is not represented in writing. For the pronunciation of unstressed Greek e and o as
[ə] see Gignac I 292.
fikom is interpreted here as a representation of the scantily attested Greek word sfÆkvma ‘cord’ (glossed as nodus at
CGL II 449.30); a reading fikos, also possible, gives no satisfactory Greek interpretation.
10 The reconstruction of plinyãrion ‘brick’ is fairly certain, since there are no other words ending in -nyar(ion) which
would be suitable. The first two words on this line could thus be taken from a de habitatione section (compare e.g. CGL
III 312). The words at the end of the line appear to be taken from a de caelo or de tempestatibus section (cf. CGL III 9,
and 293-4). Curiously, further terms which are also grouped with terms for ‘cloud’, ‘clear sky’ etc. in the Hermeneumata occur later at B19.
enefow: the context strongly supports the interpretation of this as n°fow ‘cloud’ (following ‘smoke’) but the initial e- is
puzzling. A possible explanation is that the writing represents ≤ n°fow showing an otherwise unattested second
declension feminine form (on interchange between second and third declension forms see Gignac II 98-101).
A reading of oudi as eÈd¤a ‘fair weather, clear sky’ fits the context much better than oÈde¤w ‘no one’, but such an
interpretation is problematic for two reasons: firstly, although the interchange of ou and eu is sporadically attested in
Greek papyri, there it probably reflects orthographic confusion, rather than similar pronunciation of the two diphthongs
(Gignac I 216); secondly, nowhere else in this text is there unambiguous evidence for the loss of a final -a.
sknofow: gnÒfow is the normal late Greek form. I can find no parallel for sknÒfow, which may reflect a conflation of
the two Greek words for ‘gloom’, gnÒfow and zÒfow.
11-12 These two lines may have parallels in a fragmentary Greek-Latin glossary on papyrus (P.Vindob L 150, published at
Kramer 1988), which has words thematically organised de moribus humanis (see also CGL III 177, 249 etc. for this
section in the Hermeneumata, and note also the de natura humana sections, which have many similar terms, at CGL III
13, 86 and 328). In the glossary published by Kramer the Latin words [m]ancus and [p]erosus occur on lines 18 and 19
of the verso, for which the Greek terms are missing, but the equivalents in the glossaries are kullÒw and éhdÆw, which
are attested here. The writing of éhdÆw with an intervocalic y, a¥itis, is in keeping with the normal Armenian practice
in loans from foreign languages: note Greek éÆr borrowed as Armenian ayer (see also Thumb 1900: 408). Kalle
Korhonen (p.c.) suggests to me that a¥itis may be a representation of Greek éeidÆw, and notes that in the de natura
humana list at CGL III 328-30 kullÒw, ésyenÆw and éeidÆw all occur.
11 The context makes the interpretation of kellos as a representation of kullÒw virtually certain, yet the representation of
Greek u as e and the retention of the geminate is unusual for the language of this papyrus (although Greek u is
represented as Armenian e in a few loanwords, see Thumb 1900: 398-400 for discussion). It is not fanciful to think that
the word may be influenced by Arm. xe ‘lame’. The word mujãrion ‘snot’ is rare in Greek, and the reading is not
certain, but a transition from ‘dropsy’ to ‘snot’ is not unlikely.
12 ]t`akow: the reading is uncertain, it is possible that the correct reading is ]m`akow in which case the word fãrmakon
‘drug’ is the most likely candidate to fit here. The interpretation of the end of the line is very tentative; I have taken mi to
represent the plant-name m∞on since the negative mÆ does not make good sense followed by the noun ‘jasper’.
13 The first word in this and the following two lines is written with a large amount of blank space to the left, and below the
line height of the rest of the line. There is also a gap of approximately three letters space before the next word. The word
sãyraj occurs only in Hesychius, glossed as fye¤r ‘louse’, but there is no other possible equivalent (one might think of
cÊdraj ‘pimple’ or ênyraj ‘coal’ as the closest candidates). In the rest of the line the thematic organisation of words
seems to be ignored.
kalapoti: this is here interpreted as kalapÒdion, the diminutive of kalãpouw ‘shoemaker’s last’. The word is not
directly attested in Classical Greek (the reference in LSJ to Galen 6.364, may be incorrect, Kuehn’s text has kalãpodi,
the dative of kalãpouw). Note that kalapod- is found as a loan in Armenian (kaapar) and Persian with the meaning
‘model’ (Hübschmann 1897: 163). The following terms in this line suggest that the word still has its technical meaning
in this passage. The variant spelling kalÒpouw is also found in Greek texts, and Thumb (1900: 394) suggested that the
Armenian loanword shows medial a by analogy to the Armenian composition vowel; this could also be the explanation
for the form found here, but an inner Greek explanation is equally, if not more, likely.
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sanyow most likely stands for janyÒw. There are two objections to this: a) initial j- is usually rendered as xs- in this text
(note the same word actually written exsanyos on A21, with prothetic e); b) the sequence ‘shoemaker’s last, scorpion,
garden, blond’ seems particularly bizarre, unless the words are glossing some text now lost. An identification of sanyow
as ênyow ‘flower’ makes slightly better thematic sense, although the initial s- is puzzling.
As in the above line .enosmik is separated from any preceding text and the following text by large spaces, and is written
below the level of the rest of the line. The rest of the line appears to contain imperatives: mØ speËde, ¶legjon (aor.
imperative of §l°gxv) and perhaps a form of n¤ptomai ‘wash’.
After the first word the interpretation becomes difficult. The most likely reading is drãkontow (or Drãkontow) ˆrow
‘dragon’s hill’, but this place-name is unattested. The reading bel``i`´n i`tin`gin` is uncertain (see transcription notes
above) and the interpretation remains elusive, perhaps this is also a place-name. The line ends with kinship terms, which
appear to continue in the next line, corresponding to the de cognatione or de adfinitate sections of the Hermeneumata
(CGL III 28, 253, 303f).
eteros is here interpreted as •ta›row rather than ßterow since it fits better in context (note the inclusion of •ta›row in
the de adfinitate section at CGL III 304). The writing of kÒlpow with an aspirate is attested in papyri and elsewhere
(Gignac I 90), but the inclusion of the word in this context is a little puzzling. There appear to be two words which
contain the root gen-at the end of this line before ‡dion. Given the preceding kinship terms, one might expect e.g. Greek
prÒgonow ‘forefather’ or ¶ggonow ‘grandson’, both attested in lists of kinship terms in the Hermeneumata, but these
cannot be read. The interpretation is complicated by what looks like a large a written above the first letter. The second
word may stand for égenÆw ‘ignoble’.
The writing of xliarÒn ‘warm’ as xleron probably shows loss of unaccented i and raising of a to e before r (Gignac I
304 and 278). In Pontic Greek the word for warmth is xl°ra, which may continue the Ionic form xlihrÒw (Shipp 1979:
571), but there is no compelling reason to see this as a Pontic form.
The writing apinike reflects the spoken form of the aorist of f°rv, which is spelt in many different ways in Greek
papyri, see Gignac II 297. Further conjugation of Ùligvr°v continues at the end of the line, interrupted by another word
which is possibly interpreted as ‘he escaped’ (although this assumes loss of a preverb, it is to be preferred to the
interpretation ¶drase ‘he did’ since the verb drãv did not occur in spoken Greek of this date).
There are four Greek words which end in -aza: êza ‘heat’ etc., gãza ‘treasure’, mçza ‘barley cake’ and xãlaza ‘hail’;
the last one is almost certainly correct in this context given that kadegid[ can be interpreted as kataig¤d[ion ‘squall’.
The word after the break may be a form of drÒsow ‘dew’ perhaps preceded by the fem. definite article. The terms
xãlaza and drÒsow are found close together in the de caelo section of the Hermeneumata Leidensia (CGL 9.48 and
9.46); note, however that other terms from this section appear in line 7 above. The next word kray could be for krãtow
‘power’ or a derivative.
The first two words on this line certainly mean ‘sweet’ and ‘bitter’, but the interpretation of the formation glukonen is
puzzling, see commentary on A16. After this the first Diogenes chreia follows directly. For the Diogenes chreiai on
(educational) papyri see also CPF 1** 48 (p 89ff) adding O.Claud. II 413. None of the chreiai found here are securely
matched on other papyri, my reconstruction rests on the chreia given in Giannantoni 1990 II no. 378: Diog°nhw: toÁw
eÈeide›w ka‹ épaideÊtouw ımo¤ouw ¶fh e‰nai élabãstroiw ¶xousin ˆjow; note also that the phraseology is reminiscent
of no. 38 ı aÈtÚw (i.e. Alexander) ﬁd∆n Diog°nhn koim≈menon §n p¤yƒ e‰pen ‘p¤ye mest¢ fren«n’. It is possible that
this chreia, which also entered the Arabic tradition (see Gutas 1975: 70f.), is also preserved in a ‘school-text’ in a
fragmentary condition: CPF 1** 48 9T (T.Würzburg K 1014 2 B [11.2] (6th / 7th cent.)) Diog°n]h[w] ı` k[u]nikÚw
filÒsofow ﬁd∆n [+/-11] .s`ouw ényr≈pouw e`...[+/-10].
The beginning of this line remains obscure (although perhaps one might read énå pers°an ‘up a persea-tree’) and I
have tentatively attempted to reconstruct the chreia after Giannantoni 1990 II no. 211: yeasãmenow (scil. Diogenes)
uﬂÚn •ta¤raw l¤yon eﬁw ˆxlon bãllonta, ‘prÒsexe,' ¶fh ‘mØ tÚn pat°ra plÆj˙w', (var. ˘ dØ ka‹ Diog°nhw ¶skvcen,
eﬁw pa›da l¤youw §n dÆmƒ =¤ptonta eﬁp≈n: ˜ra, nean¤ske, mÆ pote tÚn pat°ra tr≈s˙w, ˘n dhladØ oÈk o‰daw) on the
basis of patÆr sou at the beginning of line 23, but the reconstruction remains very uncertain.
The reconstruction of this chreia is certain, cf. Giannantoni 1990 II no. 286 (= Gnom. Vat. n. 168): Diog°nhw
yeasãmenow mikrån pÒlin megãlaw pÊlaw ¶xousan ¶fh: ‘kle¤sate tåw pÊlaw, mØ ≤ pÒliw §j°ly˙.’ This chreia
consequently also gives some idea of the original width of the text.
As in P.Bour. 1, the Diogenes chreiae are followed immediately by sententiae (for sententiae found on papyri see Jaekel
1964 and Cribiore 1996: 46). The sententiae given here do not however seem to be alphabetically ordered, as in many
school-texts. The first sententia appears to be a variant / conflation of érxØ meg¤sth toË frone›n tå grãmmata (a
perennial school-text favourite, cf. Cribiore 1996 cat. 148, 158, 160, 319 line 1 (Jaekel 1964 Pap. XIII.1), 393) with
érxØ kal«n t«n §n b¤ƒ tå grãmmata (Jaekel 1964 Pap. XIV 8) and érxØ meg¤sth toË b¤ou tå grãmmata (SB III
6218). The next sententia on the papyrus also starts érxÆ, it is possible that the following word is meg¤sth but only the
tops of the letters remain.
I have not been able to find a sententia which ends tÚ maye›n tå grãmmata but cf. Jaekel 1964 Pap. XIV 21 (= mon.
152) grãmmata maye›n de› ka‹ mayÒnta noËn ¶xein. The following biblical sententia (Proverbs I 7) is also attested
elsewhere on Greek papyri, cf. Jaekel 1964 Pap. XIII 1 etc. The text reverts back to word-lists from sententiae as
suddenly as it left them.
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kond`[ is almost certain to represent kondÒw ‘short’ (the word is found written both as kontÒw and kondÒw in Greek
papyri).
Reading of this and the remaining lines is increasingly difficult. This line appears to start with list of descriptions of
persons: ]yeron could represent the end of §leÊyerow ‘free man’ or penyerÒw ‘father-in-law’, the first seems more
likely given the following terms in the line (note the parallel cluster of eleuyerow doulow doulh paryenow at CGL III
28.59-29.4, in the de cognatione section). brezbiut for presbÊthw shows voicing of initial p before r and the writing of
s as z before a voiced consonant as elsewhere in this text.
After karoËxow and before plo›on, the reading f`samos`: ti`pr`os: and the assumption that tipros (which could also be
read topros) is a metathesis of trÒpiw are based on the assumption that we have here a section de nauigatione (cf CGL
III 29, 204, 296).
The beginning and end of this line are very difficult to read, and I have found no convincing explanation for the legible
material in the middle. The line does not have many punctuation marks, and is consequently more likely to be
continuous text than a word list.
Again, the reading of this line is tentative, but the vocabulary falls into some sort of order: descriptions of humans as the
first three words and geographical terms as the last three. I can find no parallel groupings in the Hermeneumata or
elsewhere.
The end of this line clearly deals with directions, but the sense of the beginning is unclear. Note that the form ênou for
ênv is attested in papyrus texts (e.g. P.Tebt. II 417.30 (3rd century AD)).
sauan = sãbanon for the transcription of Greek b as w between two a vowels, compare kataua for katãba in A35.
The collocation of mãktron and sãbanon raises the possibility that we have a thematic section dealing with different
cloths. Note the existence of capitula section headed de linteamine in the Hermeneumata Celtis (Dionisotti 1982: 93).
The interpretation of the following words on the line is tentative, since the thematic organisation appears to break down.
In this line there are listed Egyptian month names, a thematic list also attested in the Hermeneumata (CGL III 243) and
in a bilingual papyrus (P.Fay. 135 verso, edited in Kramer 1983: 79-81). Note that monolingual Greek lists of monthnames are also found among papyrus school-texts (e.g. Cribiore 1996 cat. 98). As some of the same month names also
occur again on line 33 this means they must be written down at least twice.
This line presents three Egyptian month names, which are easily identifiable, but the material before and after has no
clear interpretation. Since the months are in the middle of the Egyptian year (roughly corresponding to June-JulyAugust), it is not clear why the writer has listed these three months alone. The most likely explanation is that this is a
list of seasonal events. A possible, but difficult, reading of the following letters is ˙i:apora (reading r not u`) and
interpreting ≤ Ùp≈ra ‘the harvest’. Even so, I am unable to elucidate the text at the beginning or end of the line.

7 Ling uist ic F e a t ur e s
7 . 0 O v e r v ie w

This text is especially important for the insight it gives into spoken Egyptian Greek of the first Millennium6 . Unlike all texts involving written Greek, the author does not appear to have had any schooling in
writing or spelling Greek, and so his reproduction of Greek sounds does not have to be seen through the
filter of an archaic orthographic system. The vocabulary used in the text and the colloquial syntax of
some of the phrases is far removed from the standard Koiné. Even so one may wonder how close the
register of Greek preserved in this text was to everyday spoken Greek. In some respects the text appears
to use forms which we would not expect to have still been in use after the 4th century AD, such as a
stop pronunciation of Greek b; and the stop pronunciation of Greek x (never transcribed by the voiceless
Armenian fricative x, see below). In other respects however the language confirms the picture of
Egyptian Greek phonology which emerges from the papyri (and as presented by Gignac), showing
ample evidence, for example, of the retention of a distinction between u and i; interchange between
medial voiced and voiceless stops; and retention of [h-] and loss of distinction between geminates and
non-geminates. The papyrus is particularly interesting in showing some sound changes in progress, thus
for example there are a couple of instances of u represented by Armenian i, alongside a far greater
number represented by iw [y].
As mentioned above, the treatment of the Greek stops is especially noteworthy. Armenian has a rich
consonant system: three series of stops (voiceless, voiced and aspirated) as well as a voiced labio-dental
6 I deal with the importance of this text for the Armenian language at Clackson forthcoming b.
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fricative [v] and a voiceless velar fricative [x]. Since the writer of this text nowhere uses the Armenian
letter x to transcribe Greek x, nor v to transcribe Greek b, it appears that the register of Greek transcribed in this text did not include a fricative pronunciation of these sounds. However, the picture is
complicated by the fact that we have two writings of Greek b with Armenian w (which probably
represented a labial-velar approximant) when between two alphas: katawa for katãba and sawan for
sãbanon, which suggests that b was not pronounced as a stop in all environments. The transcription of
b as a stop may reflect a more conservative pronunciation of Greek, but it could also bear witness to an
Armenian convention for writing a sound, such as a bilabial fricative, for which they had no exact
equivalent. Note that in Armenian loans from Greek the letter b is not transcribed by Armenian v before
the 8th century, nor is Greek x transcribed by Armenian x in loans before the 10th century (Thumb
1900: 412f).
Whereas the phonology on the whole seems more conservative than one might have expected, the
vocabulary and word endings seem generally more advanced than the majority of Egyptian documents
of comparable age. The suffix -ion (frequently written -in or even -i) is extremely common, and the
suffixes -arion and -akion (generally rare, if not completely absent in the papyri, see Palmer 1946: 89)
are also found. It is not quite clear whether the liberality of the use of the suffix -ion really does reflect
the spoken language or merely results from an unskilled speaker of the language overcompensating for
his unfamiliarity with Greek declensions through overuse of a particular and convenient ending (and one
which has an Armenian counterpart, since one noun declension in Classical Armenian is formed with
final -i in the nominative singular).
In a number of cases the ending of the Greek word is dropped altogether, a situation paralleled in
Armenian loan-words from Greek, some of which retain the Greek ending and others not (Thumb 1900:
415-428). The loss of word-endings in this text seems to be associated with lack of final accentuation
(details are given further below), and this may also reflect interference from a native Armenian speaker
since in Armenian all words are accented on their final syllable. An Armenian speaker may consequently reinterpret the accent on a penultimate or antepenultimate syllable in Armenian terms as a
marker of the word boundary.
The text contains a number of rare and unusual words, but only a few occur which are not otherwise
attested in sub-literary and non-literary papyri. Indeed, as more texts are published, it is likely that the
vocabulary of this text will find an increasing number of parallels; as it is, some of the words which
Leroy could only find very late parallels for in 1938, such as bizin ‘breast’, are now attested much
earlier in the papyri (see commentary on A29). There are still some forms for which no parallel can be
found: leptorãciw ‘fine-stitching’, énvbl°faron ‘upper-eyelid’, sknÒfow ‘darkness’ and a number of
diminutives in -ion not otherwise attested. The vocabulary also includes a number of Greek words
which were originally borrowed from Latin, some of which are not otherwise attested on papyri (for
example toÊbia ‘leggings’, A32).
As already shown, the language of this text accords well with what is known of Egyptian Greek as
represented in the papyri. Of course this may be due to the fact that we have far more evidence for
spoken Greek of this period from Egypt than from any other region, but it is significant that there is no
specific evidence for any Pontic Greek forms in this text (Pontic Greek being the variety spoken closest
to Armenia), which supports the view that this text was taken down by someone learning Greek in
Egypt, and not an Armenian who had already learnt to speak Greek in their native land.
7 . 1 P ho no lo g y / O r t ho g r a phy

The Classical Armenian alphabet has 36 letters, but only 24 are used in this text (see above under
section 5). These letters are given below in the transcription system normally used (note that these do
not necessarily correspond to the IPA value of the symbols):
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voiceless stops:
ptk
voiced stops:
bd
aspirated stops:
p t k
nasals:
mn
sibilants:
sz
aspirate:
h
continuants:
rlyw
vowels:
a e i o ow (see below)
The letter y is used as a glide between [a] and [i] at B12 and also word initially in the same line
(representing Greek i before a); it is likely that this same letter is written at A9 and A24, although
previously read as the Armenian aspirated affricate, c [ts]. Note that in three out of four occurrences y
is used between [a] and [i].
The letter w is only used following vowels: aw ew iw and ow. In Armenian orthography the digraph
ow represents the back vowel [u], and Greek u is conventionally transliterated by the diphthong iw,
which may have been pronounced as a rounded front vowel.
The letters ê ə c j      x *r v c are nowhere used in this text, although in Armenian loanwords from
Greek *r is sometimes used to transcribe Greek r (see further below).
Geminates are not normally noted e.g. osa = gl«ssa (A27), hipar = ﬂppãrion (A34), but keos =
kullÒw (B12) (note possible influence of Arm. xe ‘lame’).
Co nso na nt s

The following equivalences are found:
Gk p
p
p: spewdis = speÊdeiw (B14) (confusion of aspirates after s, cf. Gignac I 86), kolpon =
kÒlpow (B16) (Gignac I 90 cites the parallel spelling kÒlfow from papyri ).
b: initially before r: brezbiut = presbÊthw (B26).
Gk t
t
d : intervocalically: erodisa = ±r≈thsa (A12), kadeid[ = kataigid- (B19), enowdin =
§n≈tion (A25), (Gignac I 82f, Gignac notes that §n≈tion is the common form in papyri (I
294) and gives parallel examples of §nÊdi(o)n from the 2nd century AD).
Gk k
k
k: owranisk‘i = oÈran¤skow (A27), ]eiskin = Ùbel¤skow (B3) (confusion of aspirates
after s, Gignac I 86).
Gk b
b
w: katawa = katãba (A35), sawan = saban (B31) (development of fricative b, Gignac I
68f.).
Gk d
d
t : intervocalically: ]iitin = daktul¤dion (A28u), ayitis = éhdÆw (B12), kakouten =
kak≈dhw (B12), kalapoti = kalapÒdion (B13), paratisos = parãdeisow (B13).
Gk g
g
k: initially: sknopos = gnÒfow (B10) (Gignac I 77, but initial s- obscure) intervocalically:
epaka = ¶faga (A18) pakete = fãgete (A18) (Gignac I 79).
Gk f
p (aspirated p).
Gk y
t (aspirated t).
t : eltin = §lye›n (A12) (loss of aspiration after liquid, cf. Gignac I 90), spatin = spãyion
(see also commentary on A31).
Gk x
k (aspirated k) .
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The variation in spelling of Egyptian month names (e.g. epib B32, epip B33) is paralleled in Greek
papyri from all periods.
Gk j and c always transcribed by ks and ps except B13 where santos may represent janyÒw.
This transcription is also standardly found in the Greek loanwords in Armenian (Thumb 1900: 414); see
further Clackson forthcoming c.
Gk s/z are represented by s if unvoiced or z if voiced (i.e. Greek z or s immediately preceding a
voiced consonant): e.g. brezbiut = presbÊthw (B26), spatin = spãyion (A31), k azma = xãsma
(B29), kozm- = kosm- (B31). The only apparent exception is zkoazo = sxolãzv (A14) where the
initial sibilant is written with z although unvoiced; however this reading and interpretation is not secure.
Armenian has two distinct r phonemes, an approximant r and trilled *r . In Greek loanwords in
Armenian both are used to represent Gk r, although in the earlier loans there is a marked preference for
r over *r , except in the position before n when r is preferred (see Thumb 1900: 403 for statistics). In this
text the trilled *r is never used, which lends some support to an early date for this text (note that the
combination rn is nowhere found in this text). There are also at least two examples of dissimilation of
r_r to _r : aatron = êrotron (A19), paatron = fãretron (A31) (Gignac I 103f), and possibly an
example of assimilation of _r to r_r, in armiron (if for èlmurÒn) (B7).
Armenian also has two distinct lateral phonemes: a ‘clear’ (palatal) l and ‘dark’ (velar) . In Greek
loanwords of the 5th-7th centuries,  is used to represent l in 73% of cases and l is used in 27% (figures
from Thumb 1900: 404). A similar variation is found in this papyrus, where  is used in 75% of cases to
represent Greek l. Note that in this papyrus the two sounds appear sometimes to be free variation (note
et = §ly- (B24) but elt’= §ly- elsewhere; kalapoti (B13) but kaam (B17) and kaos (A18); oulin
(A27) but doui (B26)); although generally the choice between them seems to depend on context, with l
showing a preference for word-initial position and in the vicinity of front vowels, as the following table
shows:
l

18x (?+)
55x (?+)
elt‘ 5x
et 1x
+labial _ +Vfr 4x +labial _ +Vfr only pewon (B27).
initial 3x
initial 2x
Final -n is omitted in A8 posokronon = pÒson xrÒnon, A24 timi = timÆn, and in many diminutive
forms in -i = -ion.
The letter h is written in nine places, hawrion = aÏrion (A14) (aÎrion is also found aspirated in
papyri, Gignac I 137), hodewomen = ıdeÊomen (A15), hiwpsos = Ïcow (A22), hema = aÂma (A30),
hipar = ﬂppãrion (A34 and perhaps A4), haa- = èla- (B7), hiwdropikos = ÍdrvpikÒw (B11), and also
in B33, where the Greek form has not been identified. In over a dozen places etymological h- is not
written, e.g. o = ı (A23 and B20f.), odon = ˜don (A15), ilikia = ≤lik¤a (A26) etc.
Vo we ls

The following representations of Greek vowels are found:
Gk i
i
Gk e
e
Gk e
a: most examples are explainable by the vicinity of r (Gignac I 278): tarape- = yerapeu(A23), drapan = dr°panon (A20), paatron = fãretra (A31); also ankep- = §gk°falow
(A30), and possibly apikouse (A8) if it equates to §pÆkouse ‘he heard, understood’ not
épÆkouse from an unattested épakoÊv.
Gk h
i (41+) in all positions.
Gk h
e (16+) in the following environments:
i) before or after a liquid: trakelon trãxhlon (A28), paramerin = paramÆrion (A31),
poter = potÆrion (B8), skeron = sklhrÒn (B10), pater = patÆr (B15, but patir B23;
note also mitir = mÆthr B15) (Gignac I 243).
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ii) before a nasal: semeron = sÆmeron (A10) (Gignac I 243, n.b. parallel s°meron from 599
AD).
iii) in final position (accented): ]pe = édel]fÆ (?) (B16), meste = mestÆ (?) (B21) (Gignac
I 244).
i
v) in 5 cases it stands for the temporal augment: elt- ∑ly- (A8, A14, B34), erodisa
±r≈thsa (A12) and eorasa ±gÒrasa (A24). This may be a morphological replacement
(see Gignac II 233-4). The temporal augment is only represented by i- in the compounds
apikousame §phkoÊsamen (A8) and apinike= épÆnegke (B18).
v) in the word for ‘frying pan’ tean = tÆganon (B8).
Gk a
a
Gk a
o: only if sotraks (B13) is correctly interpreted as sãyraj.
Gk u
iw (14x)
Gk u
ow (2x): soukoton = sÊkvton (A28), ksoua = jÊla (B9), and perhaps tou- if yugãthr
(B16) and soukarin if = sukãrion (A32u) (Gignac I 215).
Gk u
i(2x): k]risokon for xrusoxÒow (A21), pilaksi = fulãj˙ (A23), and possibly armiron
if for èlmurÒn (B7). Another example may be bizin = bÊzion (A29), although the word
only occurs in late Greek texts and the spelling with u may be merely orthographic; b¤blion
(biblion A9) is normally spelt with i in papyri (Gignac I 268).
Gk u
o: spoundoon = sfÒndulow (A27, possibly actually a metathesis of vowels).
Gk u
e: keos = kullÒw (B11) although the interchange between u and e in unaccented syllables
is recorded in papyri (Gignac I 273f), here the word may be influenced by Arm. xe ‘lame’.
Gk o
o
Gk o
ow: spoundoon = sfÒndulow (A27, possibly actually a metathesis of vowels); and
soukarin if = sokkãrion (A32u).
Gk o
ew: possibly at A28 if ewniwk = ÙnÊxion; this may be the effect of vocalic assimilation.
Gk v
o
Gk v
ow: enowdin = §n≈tion (A25), owtin = »t¤on (A30), zowni = z≈nh (A32), kakouten =
kak≈dhw (B12) (see Gignac I 208f. for the interchange between v and ou in papyri and I
294 for the interchange of v and u, with parallel examples of §nÊdi(o)n from the 2nd
century AD).
Gk v
iw: psiwin = cvl¤on (A29).
Gk ou
ow
Gk ou
o: spodazomen = spoudãzomen (A11).
Gk ou
aw: awostrik = oÈlÒtrix- (A25).
Gk au
aw
Gk au
a: only if kamelakin = kamelaÊkion (A22).
Gk eu
ew (3x)
Gk eu
iw: only if iwte = eÈt°l- (A12).
Gk eu
ow: only if owdi = eÈd¤a (B10).
Gk oi
iw (6x)
Gk oi
ew: pewon = plo›on (B 27), epewisen = §po¤hsen (?) (B7).
Gk ai
e
Gk ai
a: ka = ka¤ (A 16), for parallel writings of kã for ka¤ see Gignac I 194.
Gk ei
i
Gk ei
e: antikera = ént¤xeir (A28) (interchange of ei and e before r, particularly frequent with
xe¤r, owing to confusion of the allomorphs xeir- and xer-, Gignac I 259).
Gk ia
e: keron = xliarÒn (B17).
Vocalic assimilation: a number of vowel changes represent the effects of ‘vowel harmony’
Gk e
i: libidin = lebht¤on (A24) note later Gk lebet¤on.
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a: tarape- = yerapeu-(A23), drapan = dr°pan (A20), paatron = fãretra (A31) (these
examples may reflect the vicinity to r, see above).
Gk o
a: aatron = êrotron (A24)
Gk o
ew: ewniwk = ÙnÊxion (A28), here ew may represent [ø] the outcome of initial o- with lip
rounding anticipating [y] in following syllable.
Vowels in combination
a) contraction of [y] and [i]: piwsomen = poiÆsomen (A10) (elsewhere poih- written piwi- or
possibly pewi- (B7)).
b) loss of e in xrevst« (krostis = xrvste›w (A6)), no examples in Greek papyri, but parallel
examples from Coptic papyri of the 6th century (KSB I 024 and 025).
Prothetic vowels
An additional e- is written before a consonant cluster in A25 eksantos for janyÒw, and it is
possible that the same phenomenon occurs at A14: ezkoazo for sxolãzv, although the
reading is not certain. A prothetic vowel is also added to n°fow in B10 enepos.
Gk e

7 . 2 Mo r pho lo g y a nd Sy nt a x
No uns

Many nouns which are listed in word-lists on the papyrus lose their final syllables: this happens in 28
cases out of 114 words, i.e. 24% of the possible cases. It appears that this is associated with wordaccent, as suggested above, since there is a tendency for unaccented syllables at the word end to be
dropped, as can be seen from the following tables (which imitate those of Thumb 1900: 416f):

-a (+ neuters
and plurals)
-h and -hw
-ow and -on
-i(o)w and -i(o)n
Total

Ending Preserved
Accented
Unaccented

%

-

15

100 -

-

0

3
17
9
29

6
23
16
60

64
78
68
76

3
11
12
26

46
22
32
24

Accented

2
2

Ending lost
Unaccented

%

Final accented syllables are dropped in 6.5% of all occurrences, final unaccented syllables in 30.2% of
occurrences. The two accented final syllables which are dropped represent the body part kefalÆ (A26)
and perhaps the adjective éplanÆw, although this form may be differently interpreted (see commentary
on A22). It is possible that the writer of this passage actually used the diminutive kefãlion (cf. Modern
Greek kefãli ‘head’) which would then have lost its final syllable regularly. The above table shows
that there is considerable variation between different final syllables: in general final syllables with high
vowels (-h and -i) are more prone to loss than those with mid and low vowels (-o and -a). This result is
in close accord with the results obtained by Thumb (1900: 417) who also noted that -ion was more
readily dropped in Armenian loanwords than -ow. Note also that the suffix -ion only appears in the full
form -ion three times: bibl¤on (A9, not in a word list), possibly ‡dion (B16, but the reading is doubtful)
and in the adverbial form aÏrion (A14, not in a word-list).
One observable factor which also may govern preservation of an unaccented ending in this text is
the number of syllables of a word: very few disyllabic words lose their endings (sa A22 for sãgow,
newr A30 for neËron and perhaps mi B12 for m∞on), and it is possible that the writer was reluctant to
write monosyllabic forms in the word-lists.
The following changes of declension are found:
-uw > -ow: o pros for ÙfrÊw (A26), ewton for eÈyÊw (B19) and liwkon for glukÊw (B20)
(Gignac II 79).
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addition of -a to nom. sing. (?) (or citation of acc. sing.) in splina for spl∞n and antikera for
ént¤xeir (A28) and blepa for fl°c (A30). This could be evidence of the transfer of third
declension nouns to the first declension which took place in Greek, but there is little evidence for
this change outside the words mÆthr and yugãthr in papyri (Gignac II 46 and 63); and it is
possible that the Armenian writer views nominatives and accusatives as interchangeable (the
cases are syncretic in all singular declensions in Armenian).
-ow to -h : drosi for drÒsow (B19).
Further interchange between masculine / neuter forms (? nominative / accusative confusion) (Gignac II
42f.):
k]risokon for xrusoxÒow (A21) (for the variant forms of this word in papyri, see Gignac II
35); trakeon for trãxhlow (A27); kopon for kÒlpow (B16) and many more; note also korin
for kÒrh (A26) (if not for kÒrion) and paatron for far°tra (A31).
Adj e c t iv e s

Adjectives are frequently cited in the neuter singular and sometimes in the masculine, compare the
following forms on side B:
sklhrÒn, èpalÒn (B10), éhdÆw (B12), yerrÒn, xliarÒn (B17), makrÒw (B25).
Ve r bs

There are a few noteworthy points about the verbal forms used:
1) the temporal augment appears to be omitted in at least 4 verb forms, e.g. elt- ∑ly- (A8, A14, B34),
and in 5 further forms the augment ±-from a verb beginning with a-is represented by e, e.g.
eorasa ±gÒrasa (A24) (see above and Gignac II 233-4).
2) the augment is omitted in the aorist of the compound énaxvr°v (A13) (Gignac II 223-4).
3) substitution of aorists in -a for aorist in -on, epaka = ¶faga (A18) for ¶fagon (Gignac II 344).
4) substitution of 2nd sing. aorist -ew for -aw, edokes = ¶dvkew (A7, A24) for ¶dvkaw (Gignac II 348f.).
5) conjugation of contract verbs: aroti (A11), anerotis (A12) = (én)ervtòw (Gignac II 364f.).
Sy nt a x

The nature of the text means that in general there is little evidence for any complex syntactic structures.
The longer sententiae and chreiae represent learned sentences and so do not reflect colloquial syntax,
which is consequently only represented in the phrases given on side A, not all of which have been
satisfactorily interpreted. However, the use of genitive for dative, well known from other texts from
Egypt and elsewhere, is clearly attested: anedokaawtaautow = én°dvka aÈtå aÈtoË (for aÈt“)
(A16); tiedokesawtowtimi = t¤ ¶dvkew aÈtou timÆn (A24).
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